
Shinobigami Replay 1 
Slashing Through the Darkness 
 

{{p6}}Character Creation 

 

1. Unraveling the Ninja Scroll 
 
On a certain day, of a certain month... 
Under the red glow of an incandescent bulb, a man and a woman face each other. 
One is the author of this book, Touichirou Kawashima1. 
The other is an artist, Nagomi Ochiai2. She faces the man as if to challenge him with a gaze from 
her large, glistening eyes. 
The space between them is filled with sheets of paper, writing implements, and scattered six-sided 
dice. 
The woman speaks first. 
 
Ochiai:  We're supposed to be playing a game today, right? 
Kawashima:  Indeed. 
{{p7}}Ochiai:  What's with your tone? 
Kawashima:  Ah, it's nothing. Just atmosphere. I've been reading ninja novels like crazy for 
this game. 
Ochiai:  Okay. So what about the rest of the players? Is it just the two of us? 
 
Kawashima responds with a broad smile. 
 
Ochiai:  Mind telling me what's so funny? 
Kawashima:  Oh, nothing, nothing. Just atmosphere. 
Ochiai:  Since this is a roleplaying game about ninjas, does that mean that you're 
going to call actual ninjas to play with3, or something like that? 
Kawashima:  That's right. In fact, they're already here. 
Ochiai:  Really!? 
Kawashima:  No, not really. 
Ochiai:  <<stands up from her chair>> I think I'm going home. 
Kawashima:  Sorry, sorry. Although I do know a real ninja4, he's not coming. 
{{p8}}Ochiai:  So it really is just me here then? 
Kawashima:  Yep. The game we're playing, "Shinobigami5," contains an element of inter-
player conflict6. So it's better for everyone to make their character beforehand and bring it with 
them. 
Ochiai:  Oho! 
Kawashima:  That's why I had you come first. I thought you could make your character 
before everyone else shows up. 
Ochiai:  I see. But why only me? 
Kawashima:  Forget about everyone else. Can you make your character by yourself? 

                                                 
1Touichirou Kawashima – A game designer who works for Adventure Planning Service. He spends his days creating, 

discussing, and playing games. 
2Nagomi Ochiai – An illustrator works for Adventure Planning Service. She is the main illustrator for the game "Peek-

A-Boo", part of the Saikoro Fiction series. Her eyes are indeed large. 
3You're going to call actual ninjas to play with – Since “Peek-A-Boo” is a game about children and ghosts, we 

played it with actual children. Afterward, strange phenomena started occurring in the room we recorded it in, so 
maybe we used actual ghosts too. 

4Although I do know a real ninja – He really is a master of Ninpo. And a Muay Thai practitioner, and an actor. 
5Shinobigami – The book you're holding right now. For more information on how the game is played, consult the 

“Rules” section that follows this “Replay” section. 
6Contains an element of inter-player conflict – This is also called PvP when it occurs in roleplaying games. 

Knowing that your beloved character could either win or lose, there's a certain tension that you can't experience in 
other types of games. 



Ochiai:  ...Eh-heh-heh. 
 
And so they started character creation. 
 

2. The Birth of Eito Himukai 
 
Kawashima:  Well then, let's get down to business. First is your character's name7 and sex... 
Ochiai:  I already thought of that before I came. 
Kawashima:  All right then. Just in case, there's also a name table you can use, but if you'd 
have more fun coming up with your own, that's fine too. What's your name? 
{{p9}}Ochiai:  Eito Himukai. He's a junior in high school. 
Kawashima:  A high school student, excellent. 
Ochiai:  It fits with what's on this handout8. 
 
As she speaks, she pulls out a piece of paper that says the following: 
“Mission9: Do not let any non-ninjas find out that you are a ninja. 
Secret10: Your parents were killed by someone named 'Mudou,' using his Ohgi, the secret 
sword technique “Human Blossom" (you know the details of his Ohgi). If you encounter Mudou, 
your Mission will become to defeat him and avenge your parents.” 
 
Ochiai:  If you're trying to avenge your parents, you have to be a high school student! 
<<insistent>> 
Kawashima:  I'm not so sure about that, but I guess it works. I just wanted to have this 
scenario take place in a high school. 
Ochiai:  Hey, hey. What are these "Mission" and "Secret" things? 
Kawashima:  Let's see here. Your mission is your objective for the session. If you succeed 
at it, you can gain merit. When you acquire merit points, your character advances. 
{{p10}}Ochiai: I see. So I should try to accomplish it, then. 
Kawashima:  You should try to follow it as much as you can as you roleplay. 
Ochiai:  Okay, and what about the secret? 
Kawashima:  That's information that your character keeps hidden. What's written there has 
to do with the scenario. 
Ochiai:  Aha. So that means that this "Mudou" will play a part in the scenario, then? 
Kawashima:  Well, I wonder? <<grins>> 
Ochiai:  Whatever. What's next? 
Kawashima:  Next you choose a faction or “ninja clan”. There are six factions, and your 
character is affiliated with one of them. 
Ochiai:  What are the different ones? 
Kawashima:  There are several different clans, like the Hasuba Ninja Army11, who 
specialize in dealing with various of ninja tools, or the Machiavellian Hirasaka Agency12, etc... 
Ochiai:  But...? 
Kawashima:  To be honest, I wonder if a Haguremono13 wouldn't be a better fit for a high 

                                                 
7Name – Since "Shinobigami" takes place in present day Japan, most of the names used will be typical Japanese 

names. Don't worry too hard about having to capture the right "feel." 
8Handout – This has the character's role and objective written on it. The gamemaster prepares these and gives them 

to the players. 
9Mission – Each ninja has a job which he has to complete. If he fails, then his life...won't be in any danger, but it's still 

a good idea to try to succeed. 
10Secret – Each ninja also has a secret that he wishes for others to not learn. In "Shinobigami," the story progresses 

with the revelation of other characters' secrets. 
11Hasuba Ninja Army  – A faction that has uncovered all of the secrets of the ninpo, standardized them, and 

converted them into machines for their own use. They can use the ninjutsu of other factions/clans. 
12Hirasaka Agency – A clan organized by ninjas attached to the Japanese national government. They are a group of 

"social ninjas" who excel at manipulating others and constructing disguises. 
13Haguremono – Everyone else. A ninja without a faction. It's easy to give them unique backgrounds, so they make 

good main-character types. 



school student seeking revenge. 
Ochiai:  Huh? What's that? 
Kawashima:  Fugitive ninjas, or ninjas from small villages or other organizations that don't 
fall under one of the major faction. A kind of home-grown ninja.14 
{{p11}}Ochiai: Ah, that might work. I wanted his grandfather to teach him ninpo after his 
parents were killed. 
Kawashima:  All right, write Haguremono down for your faction. Characters from this faction 
specialize in Stealth. They're good at hiding, spying, and the like. 
Ochiai:  They're ninjas, shouldn't they all be specialists in stealth? 
Kawashima:  Ah... In "Shinobigami," Stealth is a group of skills used for hiding and spying. 
And you also have ninpo, which can produce various special effects. 
Ochiai:  Okay, okay, so ninjutsu are skills, and ninpo are special abilities. 
Kawashima:  Now that you've got that down, next you should decide on a Cover15. This is 
the facade you present to normal society. 
Ochiai:  I'm a high schooler, obviously! 
Kawashima:  Okay. Since this scenario takes place in a high school, that works great. If for 
some reason you can't think of one, there's also the Cover table16. But since you have a clear 
image of what you want to do, it's best to go with that17. 
Ochiai:  So what's next? 
{{p12}}Kawashima: Next you choose your Conviction18. This is the core of your character's 
personality. If, during the course of the game, you're at a loss as to what to do, you can roleplay 
following your conviction. It's like a compass in troubled seas. There are six different types of 
convictions, and you can choose one of them. 
Ochiai:  <<looking at the rules>> There's a table for this too, eh? I'm gonna try rolling 
this time. <<rolls>> 5. "Loyalty19.” 
Kawashima:  "Loyalty" says, "You are sympathetic towards your faction/clan, a certain ideal, 
or a person, and would sacrifice yourself for them." 
Ochiai:  It doesn't feel like a Haguremono would have a faction to pledge his loyalty to. 
Kawashima:  It doesn't. 
Ochiai:  Hmm. I guess that means I'll devote myself to my grandfather who taught me 
ninpo. 
Kawashima:  I see. Makes sense. 
Ochiai:  Except my grandfather is dead20. <<laughs>> 
Kawashima:  Is that so? <<nervous>> 
Ochiai:  Yep. But I still hold my devotion to my grandfather's teachings. Sometimes, 
he'll appear in flashbacks21. 
Kawashima:  Okay, I guess that works. It's pretty cool. 
{{p13}}Ochiai: Eh-heh-heh-heh-heh. 
Kawashima:  All right. Next you choose your skills. Check out the skill list on the character 

                                                 
14Home-grown ninja – A type of ninja who is taught ninjutsu by a member of their family, whose only background is 

their own home. They could also be part of a branch family loosely affiliated with their family head, or a ninja 
created through artificial means. 

15Cover – Of course, when filling out forms, you can always write "ninja" as your occupation. But you might get some 
pretty sad looks from people. 

16Cover table – Sometimes it can be difficult to come up with all the little details for your character. "Shinobigami" has 
numerous tables that you can roll on whenever that happens. 

17Since you have a clear image of what you want to do, it's best to go with that – Of course, those tables are only 
there if you can't come up with anything. The player's ideas are what's most important. 

18Conviction – All ninjas have a conviction, or conversely, there is no such thing as a ninja who doesn't believe in 
something. When your job involves fighting superhuman opponents beyond the realm of human experience, such 
a thing is absolutely necessary. 

19Loyalty – While I daresay that loyalty is a virtue in warrior societies, since the ninjas of "Shinobigami" are part of the 
modern world, there is a tendency to over-conflate classical ninja with the samurai. 

20Except my grandfather is dead – This happens to the elderly, from time to time. 
21Flashbacks – For example, while Eito is fighting a powerful enemy, the screen might change to a sepia tone and the 

scene will cut to a silhouette of his grandfather, teaching a young Eito some obtuse lesson on the finer points of 
ninjutsu. Then, when things return to normal, suddenly Eito is stronger! 



sheet. 
Ochiai:  Whoa whoa whoa. There are so many of them. 
Kawashima:  Since Eito's specialty is Stealth, first fill in all the little spaces in the gaps on 
each side of the Stealth heading. 
Ochiai:  Okay. What do these mean? 
Kawashima:  Okay, first let me explain how skill checks22 work. In this game, you roll 2D6, 
and if the result is equal to or greater than the target number, you succeed23. 
Ochiai:  That's simple enough. How do you find the target number? 
Kawashima:  It depends on which skill you are using for the check. Let's say you're spying 
on someone, and it seems like they're about to discover you, so you fake the sound of a cat, you 
would make a skill check using Ventriloquism24. 
Ochiai:  Ahh, very ninja-ish. 
Kawashima:  So, if you have the Ventriloquism skill, your target number is 5. But if you don't 
have it, you substitute a different skill25 that you do have. Find the skill that you have that's 
closest to the one required by the check, and count how many spaces separate them. 
{{p14}}Ochiai: So what if, for example, I had Performance? 
Kawashima:  Ventriloquism and Performance are 4 spaces away from each other, right? So 
you would increase the target number by 4, for a total of 9. 
Ochiai:  Ah, so you count this skill and the white spaces between them. 
Kawashima:  Exactly. It represents how it is easy to apply skills in the same field to each 
other, but harder for ones in a different field. But, when you filled in those spaces to the side of the 
Ninjutsu box, that means that you don't have to count them. 
Ochiai:  So that means I'm also pretty skilled at Martial Arts and Scheming. 
Kawashima:  It does. So keeping that in mind, choose three skills from the Stealth field, and 
any other three skills you want. 
Ochiai:  Okay. Let's go with Multiplicity and Ventriloquism. What else... 
Kawashima:  If you only focus on skills that are close to each other, then you'll have a 
higher chance of succeeding at your specialties, but you'll also lose some versatility. But since this 
is your first time, it's okay to go with whatever image you have in your head. 
{{p15}}Ochiai: It seems like it would be good to pick some that are further away. Let's go with 
Infiltration. And I wanted to be a flame user, so I'll take Pyromancy and Analysis...and let's go with 
Transformation. 
Kawashima:  All right. Now that you're done with skill selection, let's move on to the best 
part of "Shinobigami," choosing your ninpo. 
 
Ding-dong. 
Just then, the doorbell rings. 
Three men have arrived. 
 

3. The Players Arrive 
 
The three of them all differ in their builds and features, but each is the bearer of a fierce and 
determined expression. 
"Well well well. Ochiai, you're playing a Haguremono?" 
The first is a craggy-looking man. His physique, for lack of a better word, is thick. His name is 

                                                 
22Skill check – A rule used to determine how well a ninja does whenever he attempts something. 
23Roll 2D6, and if the result is equal to or greater than the target number, you succeed – If the target number is 

7, and the numbers on the dice are equal to 7, or a number larger than 7, then you're okay. 
24Ventriloquism – For normal people, ventriloquism is when you can make yourself talk without actually moving your 

lips. Ninjas can do that as well, along with being able to squeeze out any number of other sounds from their 
diaphragms. 

25Substitute a different skill – A ninja's skill, or "ninjutsu," consist of a large network of things that all relate to each 
other. If you are good at one, then you'll be able to use others as well. 



Satoshi Ikeda26. His friends call him "Munch27." 
{{p16}}"Sorry. Were you still in the middle of making your character? I guess maybe we came too 
early." 
The next to appear is a handsome young man, pale like he was carved from ice. His name is 
Uokeri28. 
"I wonder if she'll at least let us watch?" 
A portly man with a beard, who resembles Guan Yu: Rasenjin Hayami29. He is an artist and a 
scholar. People call him "Beard30," on account of his appearance. 
 
Kawashima:  You're early. 
Beard:  Who are you calling portly31? <<laughs>> 
Munch:  So what are your stats like? 
Ochiai:  Don't look. <<hiding her character sheet>> 
Beard:  We all already finished making our characters. It won't hurt for us to look32. 
Kawashima:  Yeah, I guess not. 
Munch:  Oh, a Haguremono? <<smiles>> 
Ochiai:  What about it? What about you Munch, which clan are you? 
Munch:  Nuh-uh. I don't have to tell you. <<laughs>> 
Ochiai:  No fair! 
{{p17}}Kawashima: Oh well, don't worry about it. Next you have to choose your Ninpo. Check out 
the list. 
Ochiai:  <<while looking at the list>> Oh, there are a lot of choices. 
Kawashima:  Pick four from the list. 
Ochiai:  Does that include the first line that says Close Combat Attack33? 
Kawashima:  Nope, four besides that one. Close Combat Attack is something all ninjas 
know from the start. It's a basic Ninpo available to everyone. So during character creation you get 
five total Ninpo, including that one. 
Ochiai:  Are there any restrictions? 
Kawashima:  You have to choose at least one from your faction. And, you can't take any 
belonging to another faction. 
Ochiai:  Roger! Here I go! 
 
"Wow, Shadow Duplicate34 is pretty cool, isn't it?" 
"It's not just cool, it's powerful too." 
"Whoa. This Body Double35 one is cool too." 
"It is. It's great with Shadow Duplicate if you and an opponent are both aiming for the same Plot 

                                                 
26Satoshi Ikeda – A graphic designer who works for Adventure Planning Service. He has a hard time around dogs and 

smoke, leading to rumors that he might be a fae. 
27Munch – Short for "munchkin." No, not the little people from “The Wizard of Oz.” And not a breed of cat with very 

short legs, either. I won't go into the details, but if I said that he was part of a group called "Japanese Munchkins," 
you'd probably get what I mean. 

28Uokeri – A novelist who works for Adventure Planning Service. His names comes from the dinosaur, Baryonyx 
walkeri. His name has nothing to do with kicking fish, even if those are the characters it's written with. Actually, I've 
never asked him, so maybe it does. 

29Rasenjin Hayami – An illustrator and manga artist who has worked for various companies. He's notable for his cute 
characters and vibrant scenes. He's also traveled to Russia as a VIP on the government's dime. 

30Beard – Everyone who sees him goes, "That's quite a beard." "Yep, that's a beard all right." 
31Who are you calling portly – It means large and fat. It's pretty much true. 
32It won't hurt for us to look – As long as you don't make any changes to your character, there's no harm in seeing 

someone else's character, outside of their Ohgi. If you end up in a similar situation before you play, remember this 
precedent. 

33Close Combat Attack – A series of actions including kicking, punching, slashing, stabbing, and swinging. Obviously, 
since these are ninjas we're talking about, these are attacks that are too fast for normal people to notice, too 
strong for them to defend against. 

34Shadow Duplicate – A Ninpo that allows one person to appear as if they are two or more people. It can prove quite 
a nuisance to an enemy if they lose track of which one is the real you. 

35Body Double – A Ninpo that allows you redirect an attack towards another character. Of course, if the 
circumstances are right, it's also possible to turn the attack back on the attacker. 



Value." 
"Yeah. But Counter36 is good too." 
{{p18}}"Why don't you take both?" <<whispers>> 
"I feel like I'm making a deal with the devil." <laughs>> 
"Do you wish for... power?" <<laughs>> 
 
Ochiai:  All right. Let's see how these look. 
Kawashima:  Which ones? Cross Cut37, Shadow Duplicate, Counter, and Talented38? I 
see, you went with Ninpo that use Multiplicity for their check. 
Ochiai:  Yeah, though Counter uses Acupuncture. 
Uokeri:  Huh? You know Acupuncture? 
Ochiai:  Nope. But I can make the check using Pyromancy since it's pretty close. It's a 
technique that strikes back at an enemy by engulfing their weapon in flames. 
Munch:  Oh, cool. 
Ochiai:  And I noticed that the skill box for Close Combat Attack is blank, does that 
mean I'm free to choose it myself? 
Kawashima:  Yeah, go for it. 
Munch:  By the way, since the Dodge check39 for an attack is made using the same 
skill as that attack, it might be a good idea to spread out the skills used for attacks. 
Ochiai:  Understood! Let's go with Infiltration then, that way I can hide my presence 
and take my opponents by surprise. 
{{p19}}Uokeri: Coming up with attack types is pretty fun, since you can attack using a bunch 
of different skills. 
Kawashima:  And especially since it's a ninja game, when you use your Ninpo, you can 
have fun using all sorts of different descriptions40. 
Ochiai:  Heh-heh-heh. I've got all sorts of images popping up in my head. 
Kawashima:  All right, next you choose your Ohgi41. 
Uokeri:  Ah. We shouldn't be watching for this part42. 
Kawashima:  That's right. Could you go wait in the other room? 
Ochiai:  Huh? See you guys later. <<waves>> 
 

4. Creating an Ohgi 
 
Kawashima:  This next thing you choose is kept a secret43 from the other characters. 
Ochiai:  Why's that? 
Kawashima:  Ohgi are like super-ninpo that are unique to each ninja, and produce a 
powerful effect just by declaring that you're using them44. But, if its true form is discerned, 
then the Ohgi can be broken. Therefore, a ninja must keep his Ohgi a secret, even from his own 
allies. 
Ochiai:  Nice, nice. 

                                                 
36Counter – A Ninpo that allows you to make a return attack at the same time as you dodge one. A powerful technique 

that lets you attack and defend at the same time. 
37Cross Cut – A Ninpo that increases the damage of your attacks when the enemy is close by. It's sort of like, one 

moment you're behind the enemy, and the next moment their blood is spraying everywhere. 
38Talented – This lets you use certain skills no matter what the circumstances. As a result of unimaginably strict 

training, it will still have the same result even if you've lost your senses or are suffering from a deteriorating 
physical condition. 

39Dodge check – A rule used to determine whether or not you are able to dodge when you are attacked. It's the 

equivalent to the effect of the "Barrier" used in Grade Schooler Arts. 
40Description – This is the act of translating "I hit and deal 1 point of damage" into "A massive swarm of spiders 

devours your organs." 
41Ohgi – A ninja's most secret of techniques. They can't be avoided unless someone manages to see through them. 
42We shouldn't be watching for this part – Uokeri is such an honest player. He'll go easy on you during a fight, too. 
43Kept a secret – Your Ohgi's details are for you and you alone to know. After all, there's a chance you may have to 

use one against another character! 
44Produce a powerful effect just by declaring that you're using them – There's no need to make a check when 

using your Ohgi. 



{{p20}}Kawashima: Whenever somebody uses an Ohgi, the characters in that scene learn its 
details. They gain the information of that Ohgi. 
Ochiai:  And if you have that information, you can prevent the Ohgi from working? 
Kawashima:  Exactly. A character who knows about an Ohgi can, from then on, make an 
Ohgi Break check45 whenever that Ohgi is used in front of them. If it's successful, then they can 
neutralize the effect of the Ohgi. 
Ochiai:  So, "The same attack never works twice46." <<laughs>> 
Kawashima:  As long as the Ohgi Break check is successful, at least. <<laughs>> 
Ochiai:  What skills do you use to make an Ohgi Break check? 
Kawashima:  You designate a skill for your Ohgi when you choose it, from the list of ones 
that you already know. 
Ochiai:  I get it. If you use an Ohgi it's like you're transforming or something. 
Kawashima:  You sound just like a main character. <<laughs>> 
Ochiai:  In that case, I'll pick Transformation as the skill. 
Kawashima:  The six different kinds of effects are "Critical Hit47," "Area Attack48," "Perfect 
Success49," "Immortal Body50," "Perfect Defense51," and "Dark Interference52." 
{{p21}}Ochiai: <<while reading the effects>> I definitely need to take Critical Hit! 
Kawashima:  All that's left is to come up with a name for your Ohgi... 
Ochiai:  You can roll on a table for that too. That looks fun! 
Kawashima:  Also, if you have an idea in your head, it's okay to choose one on your own 
too. 
Ochiai:  Okay, I'll choose it on my own. Eito's Ohgi is called "Consuming Fire God." His 
entire body becomes wrapped in fire, and he engulfs his opponent in flames. 
Kawashima:  All right. That seems like it will work. Now that you've decided on your Ohgi, 
choose two pieces of ninja gear, and that's it for character creation. 
Ochiai:  I'll take one Bead of Life53 to recover my life points, and one Soma Pill54 so I 
can re-roll one of my checks. 
Kawashima:  All right, fold back the section that has the details of your Ohgi and your ninja 
gear. 
Ochiai:  Okay. And now no one else can see it. 
Kawashima:  All right. Let's call in those three and start the game. 
Ochiai:  Oooh. Now I'm getting nervous all of a sudden. <<laughs>> 
 

{{p22}}Introduction Phase 

 

1. Introductions 
 
Each player takes their character sheet and sits down. 
The game is finally starting. 
Though all four of them look quite different, as one they all smile awkwardly, as if to hide their 
nervousness. 
Kawashima, looking at the four of them promisingly, begins to speak as the gamemaster (GM for 
short). 
 
Kawashima > GM: Sorry for making you all wait. First of all, I just want to be sure of something. I 

                                                 
45Ohgi Break check – This check is powerful, but it's not a sure thing. You still suffer the effects if you fail. 
46The same attack never works twice – A line from "Saint Seiya" (Author: Masami Kurumada/Publisher: Shueisha). 
47Critical Hit – Deals 4 points of damage to a single opponent. It's not instant death, but it's close. 
48Area Attack – Deals damage to multiple enemies at once. 
49Perfect Success – Allows you to automatically succeed at a check. 
50Immortal Body – Recover from damage that you've taken. 
51Perfect Defence – Neutralizes the damage taken from a single attack. 
52Dark Interference – Changes the result of one of the dice rolled by somebody for a check to 1. 
53Bead of Life – A type of recovery medicine used by ninjas that's made from grinding various ingredients into a 

powder and reducing them over a flame. Ninjas love grinding things into powders and reducing them over a flame. 
54Soma Pill – Some ninjas have resorted to doping whenever they need to make an important check. 



already gave you your handouts, but did you all finish up your characters? 
Everyone except Ochiai: Of course. 
GM:   All right. Before we start, could each of you quickly introduce your characters. 
Go in the order of the PC Number55 written on your handouts, please. 
{{p23}}Ochiai: That means I start, huh? His name is Eito Himukai. His parents were both 
ninjas as well, but they were assassinated. His ninja grandfather helped him avoid the same fate, 
and he became a Haguremono. He's a typical high school student. He learned ninpo from his 
grandfather. 
Beard:  Your grandfather must be rather famous in the ninja world. "Every member of 
my clan was defeated, one by one56," or something like that. 
Ochiai > Eito: Ah, but my grandfather was also killed recently. <<laughs>> 
Beard:  O-, oh, he was? <<laughs>> 
Eito:   I've been living alone ever since. 
Munch:  How do you make a living? 
Eito:   As a ninja-for-hire, doing all sorts of jobs. <<laughs>> 
GM:   That's right. The criminal world and intelligence agencies often use 
Haguremono. You're probably hired for those kinds of missions. 
Eito:   But instead of a paycheck, I've been getting paid in information regarding my 
grandfather's killer, so I'm still pretty poor57. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Understood. <<laughs>> 
 
{{p24}}PC 1 Eito Himukai 
Age:  17 Sex: Male  Faction:  Haguremono 
Cover: High School Student Conviction: Loyalty 
Skills:  Pyromancy, Infiltration, Ventriloquism, Multiplicity, Analysis, Transformation 
Ninpo:  Close Combat Attack (Infiltration), Cross Cut (Blade), Counter (Acupuncture), 
Shadow Duplicate (Multiplicity), Talented (Multiplicity) 
 
A young Haguremono. In order to seek out and get revenge on the one who killed his parents and 
grandfather, who passed on their ninja teachings to him, he set foot into the world of the ninja as a 
Haguremono. The Himukai family is one branch of a line of priests who worship the fire kami, 
Kagutsuchi. Their line died out, and Eito is the lone inheritor of their abilities. He studied ninpo 
from an early age, and as a result, he has difficulty interacting with his peers. However, he is a 
gentle person at heart. 
 
GM:   All right, next is... 
Uokeri:  Next up is me. His name is Genzou Izuna58. He is a Bloodline of Oni59 
sorcerer. 
{{p25}}Ochiai: Oni? 
GM:   A descendant of a race who were once called "oni" long ago. They are unlike 
beings from our world, and there are many groups who specialize in magic and necromancy, or 
who aren't human at all. 
Munch:  Though all ninjas can use supernatural abilities of some kind. <<laughs>> 
Uokeri > Genzou: As my name suggests, I am a user of gen-jutsu, illusion magic. I'm also skilled 
in the art of acupuncture, and can throw many needles at once. 
 
PC 2   Genzou Izuna 

                                                 
55PC Number – When the gamemaster is preparing the handouts, he starts with the PC who he intends to be the main 

character. In other words, PC 1 is the main character. 
56Every member of my clan was defeated, one by one – For a Haguremono to live that long, they've got to be 

talented enough for others to take notice. Eito's grandfather must have been stupidly powerful. 
57I'm still pretty poor – To actually find reason in one's poverty is to open the path to the God of the Poor. It's a 

dangerous technique that's been sealed away by the leaders of the Kurama Shin Clan since the Han'ei era. 
58Genzou Izuna – An izuna is a member of the weasel family, a type of mythological creature known as the kuda-

gitsune, or pipe fox. One can infer from his name that his roots are in the northeastern parts of Japan 
59Bloodline of Oni– A faction made up of oni who continue to live in secret as part of human society. 



Age:  Unknown Sex: Male Faction: Bloodline of Oni 
Cover: Teacher   Conviction: Order 
Skills:  Acupuncture, Concealment, Medicine, Barrier, Illusion, Clairvoyance 
Ninpo:  Close Combat Attack (Acupuncture), Vampirism, Mob Combat Attack (Illusion), 
Enlightenment, Plot Restriction (Barrier) 
 
A ninja of the Bloodline of Oni. He is a mountain spirit and a venerable weasel shapeshifter. An 
illusionist, it is said that none are able to escape his barrier. When he uses his illusion magic, the 
slits of his eyes glow blue. 
{{p26}}He is level-headed, holds obligation and responsibility in the highest regard, and is feared 
by lower-ranking ninjas. Accordingly, he treats seriously the requests of his superiors, and is often 
entrusted with all sorts of important tasks. However, he himself would rather live peacefully in the 
mountains than undertake missions. But, he has a very serious disposition, and will never cut 
corners for the sake of anything else. 
 
Beard:  I wanted to make my character someone's subordinate. 
GM:   In what sense? 
Beard:  I was thinking I could be another character's follower. 
GM:   Okay, how about being Genzou's lackey? <<grins>> 
Beard:  Oh, that'll work, that'll work. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I'm fine with that. What's with that smile? <<nervous>> 
Beard:  <<while checking his secret>> Nah, it's nothing, it just fits60, is all. Anyway, 
my name is Aban Birukaze61. 
Eito:   Birukaze? How do you even write that? <<laughs>> 
Beard > Aban: You know, the normal way. Biru (building) is in katanana, kaze (wind) is in 
kanji. Aban is in hiragana. 
{{p27}}Eito:  There's nothing normal about that!62 
GM:   Just so you know, I intended for "Shinobigami" to be a game with a pretty 
serious atmosphere63 to it... 
Aban:   It's fine, it's fine. Aban is originally a ninja from the Marudoku-tou sect of the 
Kurama Shin Clan64 clan. Somehow, she came to be Genzou's lackey. 
Eito:   That sounds suspicious65. 
GM:   W-well, she's a ninja, of course there's something suspicious about her. 
 
PC 3   Aban Birukaze 
Age:  16 Sex: Female Faction: Kurama Shin Clan 
Cover: Student   Conviction: Peace 
Skills:  Sleight of Hand, Footwork, Blade, Trap, Manipulation, Creature Mastery 
Ninpo:  Close Combat Attack (Sleight of Hand), Domineer, Bloody Determination, Vibrato, 
Assassin (Blade) 
 
{{p28}}A female ninja who is part of the Marudoku-tou, an offshoot of the Kurama Shin Clan. The 
Marudoku-tou specialize in urban warfare and urban camouflage, which may be why Aban is 
terrified of the countryside. Hills, fields, and rivers cause her to become distracted and break out 
into cold sweats. 
Her specialty is parkour; in lieu of equipment, she uses her own body to scale buildings and walls, 
scrambling up their sides and leaping from the top. She's short and slender, so she's well suited to 

                                                 
60Nah, it's nothing, it just fits – It appears that Beard's character's background has something to do with with 

Genzou. Just what that is, you'll find out later on in the story. 
61Aban Birukaze – This is an example of the "Hayami Method" of naming. It gives you names that don't feel like they 

should be names at all, e.g. "Fujiidera Perfect." 
62There's nothing normal about that! – This is the curse of the Hayami Method. The more you see and hear it, the 

more used to it you get, and eventually you end up naming your own characters that way... 
63I intended for "Shinobigami" to be a game with a pretty serious atmosphere – Seriously. 
64Kurama Shin Clan – A clan that focuses on the martial arts. Compared to the others, they're rather "proper" ninjas. 
65That sounds suspicious – It is. 



hiding in the cramped spaces of the city. She can also control rats, the city's primary fauna. 
 
Munch:  Well then, I guess I'm last. Rutsubo Kokonoe. A female ninja of the Hasuba 
Ninja Army who specializes in Hydromancy. 
Aban:   The Hasuba's aim is to consolidate all of the clans into one, right? 
GM:   Precisely. They're a clan that uses science to create ninja gear that produces 
the same effects as different types of ninpo. In the future, once they have acquired all of the ninpo, 
they wish to unite all of the clans. 
Munch > Rutsubo: The Hasuba are divided into groups like the Kanna-shu or Kogiri-gumi, with 
names taken from tools. One of them was a pharmaceutical research group called the Rutsubo-
ryu. Since she's worker number 90 of that group, she's called Rutsubo Kokonoe (“ninefold”) . 
Eito:   So, a science ninja66? 
{{p29}}Rutsubo: That's right. My age is a mystery. I'm a suspicious older girl. 
 
PC 4   Rutsubo Kokonoe 
Age:  Unknown Sex: Female Faction: Hasuba Ninja Army 
Cover: Student    Conviction: Self 
Skills:  Hydromancy, Apparel, Torture, Poison, Finances, Tactics 
Ninpo:  Close Combat Attack (Apparel), Mob Combat Attack (Necromancy), Crushing Blow 
(Hydromancy), Hadesology, Take the Hit 
 
A female ninja from the Rutsubo-ryu section of the Hasuba Ninja Army. She possesses a unique 
physiology that allows her to excrete pharmaceutical drugs from her body. Her nickname is "Nure-
onna." 
At first glance she appears to be a 17 or 18 year old girl, but the smile that projects from her moist, 
red lips, is filled with a bewitching sensuousness that belies her age. Some theorize that the 
chemicals inside her body are responsible for maintaining her youthful appearance. She's a 
mysterious, ageless beauty. Her disposition is capricious, like a cat. 
 
{{p30}}GM:  Thanks. All right everyone, let's start the session. 
 

2. Genzou Izuna – The Illusionist 
 
GM:   Well then, let's get started. First I just want to repeat that even though 
"Shinobigami" is a serious game, don't be afraid to be yourselves. 
Group:  Okay. 
Aban:   It'll be fine, you can trust me. 
GM:   Yeah. You were the one I was most worried about. <<laughs>> First, we'll go 
through your introduction scenes one by one. Let's start with Genzou, the most ninja-like among 
you. 
Aban:   How rude! Are the rest of us not ninja-like enough?67 <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I believe he made the correct decision. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Thanks. The location is Fuji's Sea of Trees68. You're lying on your back, a 
deep sea of green surrounding you on all sides. 
Genzou:  As I take a deep breath of the fresh forest air, a feeling of calm washes over 
me. 
Aban:   What!? It's the country, the country! <<nervous>> 
{{p31}}GM:  However, Genzou senses a presence next to him, about to ruin that pristine 
environment. 
Genzou:  "...Leave." 
GM:   The presence envelops you. "That will not be possible. A missive from our 

                                                 
66Science ninja – A group of ninjas who use science-ninpo, and wear costumes heavily influenced by American 

ninjas. They even had their own animated show, it was quite popular. 
67Are the rest of us not ninja-like enough? – I'll leave this up to the reader to decide. 
68The location is Fuji's Sea of Trees – A vast forest at the base of Mt. Fuji. It's famous as a site of many suicides. 



master decrees, 'There is a task which Izuna alone can handle,'" the presence says, as countless 
eyes flash in the darkness around you. It seems to be a mountain beast. 
Genzou:  Well, it's a bother, but I'll sit up and inquire about the details. 
GM:   "The Kinin Mandala has been found69," the mountain beast reports. 
Genzou:  That's the thing mentioned in my mission. 
GM:   Correct. Genzou's Mission is to "Recover the secret formula, the 'Kinin 
Mandala70.'" It seems that your master's order is that you acquire it. 
Genzou:  "Where is the formula located?" 
GM:   A place known as Shinonome High School, a public school in the suburbs of 
Tokyo. 
Genzou:  "I understand." I say nothing more as I disappear into the ocean of trees. Up 
until now, the forest felt pure, but now it's changed, as if a dark cloud has fallen over it. The 
wisteria and ivy that entwined the trees are joined by dangling corpses. 
Group:  Oooh! 
Genzou:  The forest that had existed until then was just one of Genzou's illusions. 
<<laughs>> 
{{p32}}GM:  The mountain beast mutters, "The Illusionist...how terrifying71," and 
watches Genzou as he leaves. 
 

3. Aban Birukaze – Ninpo "Shrike's Thorn" 
 
GM:   All right, let's do Aban's scene next. 
Aban:   My mission is also to "Recover the secret formula, the 'Kinin Mandala.'" 
GM:   Right. Things started a few months ago. In an effort to strike down the Oni-
Blooded, the enemies of the Kurama, you raided Fuji's Sea of Trees. 
Aban:   No way. That's so not like the Marudoku-tou. <<laughs>> I'm getting hives. 
GM:   Hampered by your unfamiliarity with the forest, your unit was easily repelled. 
Aban:   Eek. <<monotone>> 
GM:   Using a secret Oni technique, something is inserted into your body. 
Aban:   Leeewd72! <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I go to pierce her forehead with a 30cm long needle. 
Aban:   I'm brainwashed, poor thing. <<laughs>> 
{{p33}}Genzou: "Ninpo, 'Shrike's Thorn!'" With this ritual, you will be unable to defy the will of 
the Oni-Blooded. 
GM:   Well, even though there's nothing like that in the rules73, after performing 
the ritual, Aban becomes a servant of the Oni. 
Aban:   I address him as “master.” 
Genzou:  You will serve me with your utmost. 
Eito:   Whoa! <<laughs>> 
Aban:   Damn you. "You'll regret making me your servant. If you think I'll be of any 
help to you, you've made a terrible mistake!" <<laughs>> 
GM:   With that, Genzou and Aban head to infiltrate Shinonome High School, in 
search of the Kinin Mandala. 
 

4. Eito Himukai – Ninpo "Hermit Crab" 
 

                                                 
69The Kinin Mandala has been found – Since you passed out the handouts beforehand, you can talk about the 

details immediately without having to give any in-depth explanations. 
70Recover the secret formula, the "Kinin Mandala" – With a mission like this, it is safe to guess that one of the 

characters, including any NPCs, is in possession of the Kinin Mandala, and that it is written as part of their secret. 
But as to who, he still doesn't know. 

71The Illusionist...how terrifying – The GM should build up the characters in the first half of the game. 
72Leeewd – Starting the with author Futarou Yamada, the erotic became an essential part of the ninja story. 
73There's nothing like that in the rules – But these types of story-related restrictions make "Shinobigami" more 

exciting. Revel in them. 



GM:   Shinonome High School. Eito's school. It's the middle of a schoolwide 
assembly. They're welcoming a new teacher. This scene takes place during his introduction. 
Eito:   Eito's yawning, since he's been staying up late with ninja business. 
{{p34}}Genzou: By "new teacher" you mean me, right? 
GM:   <<nods silently>> 
Genzou:  Okay. I give a blunt introduction. "I'm Mr. Izuna, your new substitute teacher. 
Nice to meet you." By the way, I'm a science teacher. 
GM:   The students start making a bit of a fuss over such a cool introduction. 
Aban:   <<as the other female students>> "Eek, isn't the new teacher cool?" 
<<laughs>> 
Eito:   <<as the same female students>> "That look in his eyes is sooo hot." 
<<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Just what decade is this school from74, anyway? 
GM:   While the students make a fuss, the principal follows up by saying, "Mr. Izuna 
will be filling in for the science teacher, Mrs. Kurokawa, while she's away on maternity leave. 
Please give him all the respect he deserves." 
Aban:   <<as the other students>> "Wait a minute, isn't she in her 50's?" <<bursts into 
laughter>> 
Genzou:  Clearly she became pregnant from an Oni ninpo. "Ninpo, 'Hermit Crab!75'” 
<<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  These Oni ninpo are freaking crazy76...I think. <<laughs>> 
{{p35}}Aban:  Incidentally, I'm also transferring here, aren't I? 
GM:   You are. You're also in the gymnasium at the assembly. 
Eito:   My mission is "Do not let any non-ninjas find out that you are a ninja." Can I 
sense anything suspicious about Genzou or Aban? 
GM:   Ah, okay. Genzou, Aban, Eito, each of you make a Clairvoyance check. If you 
succeed, you can learn the Location77 of another character of your choice. 
Rutsubo:  GM, can I make a check too? 
GM:   Sorry, you're somewhere else during this scene. 
Rutsubo:  Okay. Got it. 
Genzou:  I have Clairvoyance so my target is 5. <<rolls>> 7. Success. 
Eito:   All right. I'm using Analysis, it's one, two, three spaces away. My target is 8? 
<<rolls>> 7. I flubbed it78. <<sobs>> 
Aban:   I don't even feel like counting. If the target is higher than 12, can I still make a 
check? 
GM:   That's fine, if you roll double sixes it's still a critical success. 
Aban:   Now, let's give it a shot. <<rolls>> Nope. Failed. 
{{p36}}GM:  All right, Genzou, you can place a check mark next to either Aban's or Eito's 
Location. 
Genzou:  <<checking his Secret>> Yeah, let's find out Eito's Location. 
Eito:   Grr. 
GM:   So, as the school assembly ends, Eito leaves the gymnasium, still yawning. A 
young girl starts to talk to him, timidly. 
Eito:   Yaaaawn. Who is it? 
GM:   Her name is Matsuri Kazama. And since she has an NPC79 handout, everyone 

                                                 
74What decade is this school from – It's probably some time during the 80's. Ah, what a time, how embarrassing, 

how nostalgic. 
75Ninpo, 'Hermit Crab!' – A Shinano ninpo courtesy of Yamada's kunoichi. It's a secret technique that transfers a child 

from one woman's stomach to another. How terrifying. 
76Freaking crazy – No, seriously. During drama scenes, you are free to describe things however you want, so try out 

all sorts of "Ninpo, 'Whatever!'" that don't appear in the rules. 
77Location – Information about a character's whereabouts. If this box is checked off, you are free to challenge that 

character to a fight. 
78I flubbed it – An expression that Ochiai picked up after playing games with elementary schoolers. For more 

information, see "Peek-A-Boo." 
79NPC – A character controlled by the gamemaster. Short for "Non-Player Character." 



write her name in the "Characters" section of your sheet. 
Aban:   Ooh, so that means she has a secret too. 
GM:   It does. She also has a mission. Her mission is to "Get closer with PC 1 
(Eito)." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Well that's pretty straightforward. <<laughs>> 
GM:   She's really insistent on talking to Eito, who's always skipping school like 
some juvenile delinquent. 
Eito:   Even though she's annoying and Eito keeps ignoring her, if she just keeps at 
it, that persistence is enough to make him eventually pay attention to her. <<laughs>> 
{{p37}}GM:  Okay, so, she comes up and starts talking to Eito. "Hey, Eito, there was a 
bunch of trouble while you were gone." 
Eito:   Uh...yeah... <<dead stare>> 
 
In that moment, the room becomes silent. 
 
Group:  ... 
Eito:   ... 
Aban:   You can do it, PC 1. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  If you can't come up with anything, just hold down the A Button80! 
<<laughs>> 
Eito:   Yeah, A Button81. 
GM:   Request denied. 
Eito:   Uh...yeah... <<restless>> "It has nothing to do with me. Just, just leave me 
alone." 
GM:   Even though you try to use your "ignore me beam82" on her, she's already 
come too far. She presses on and keeps talking. "I thought you'd say that. But there really is a 
problem. Lots of people have caught some weird disease. And lots of people have been staying 
home." 
{{p38}}Eito:  Hmm... 
GM:   "You were absent for a while too. I was worried that maybe you caught the 
same thing." 
Eito:   When she says that, Eito's expression towards her softens. 
GM:   "Although, the only people who have caught it have been girls." 
Eito:   Just who does she think I am? <<laughs>> 
GM:   Besides your feelings towards Matsuri, there's something else that bothers 
you. In the back of your mind, you can't help but wonder if the mysterious illness has something to 
do with you—with ninjas. 
Eito:   A little bit worriedly, I say, "You're a girl too. Be careful." 
GM:   Her face suddenly turns bright red as she stammers out, "Don't worry. I'll be 
fine!" and heads back to the classroom. 
Eito:   As I watch her leave, I remember my mission, not to let any non-ninjas find out 
that I'm a ninja. "If there really is something going on in this school... Whatever it is, I don't want 
her getting dragged into it83," I mumble. <<blushes>> 
Aban:   Woohoo! Nice job PC 1! 
{{p39}}Eito:  Whew. I suck at roleplaying. <<rests her face on the table and starts grinding 
her teeth>> 
Genzou:  No, no, that was cool. 
GM:   Yeah, that was a pretty great scene. It took a little while, but that's the end of 

                                                 
80If you can't come up with anything, just hold down the A Button – An expression used to tease people who don't 

read the dialogue and just keep holding down the A Button in video game RPGs. 
81A Button – There are times when people try to get away with an imaginary A Button and fake it when they can't think 

of anything. It's a good idea not to force them to role-play, and just let them do it if they want to. 
82Ignore me beam – A common weapon of edgy protagonists. Conversely, they also sometimes have "pay attention to 

me" beams too. 
83Whatever it is, I don't want her getting dragged into it – Although it looks like Ochiai doesn't really want to 

roleplay and the GM is forcing her into it, that's not the case. She was happy to be able to slip this line in. 



Eito's scene. Next it's Rutsubo's turn. 
 

5. Rutsubo Kokonoe – Ninpo "Water Puppet" 
 
GM:   Last but not least, Rutsubo's introduction scene. 
Rutsubo:  Where was I while everyone else was at the assembly? 
GM:   You were in one of the freshman classrooms with a boy, the student council 
president, Ao Saotome. 
Rutsubo:  Aw, I wanted to be the student council president. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Oh. Okay then, Saotome has been demoted to vice president84. 
<<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  My apologies. 
GM:   You've infiltrated this school on a mission. That mission, in a word, is to clean 
up the school. 
Rutsubo:  Clean it up? 
{{p40}}Aban:  What, as some sort of secret beautification committee? <<laughs>> 
GM:   <<ignoring Aban>> At the moment, there's a female student collapsed on the 
ground in front of you and Saotome. 
Eito:   Is this one of the sick people Matsuri was talking about? 
GM:   Precisely. And Rutsubo, you've realized that all of the girls who have collapsed 
like this have had their souls sucked out. 
Rutsubo:  The work of a ninja? 
GM:   Precisely. 
Rutsubo:  Is it okay for me to deal with this? 
GM:   Of course. This is the “cleaning up” I mentioned earlier. 
Rutsubo:  With a sigh, I say, "I hope you appreciate what it is I have to deal with here," 
and send Saotome to go stand guard. 
GM:   "Yes ma'am! I won't let anyone approach!" he says spiritedly as he leaves the 
classroom. Of course, he has an NPC handout as well. His Mission is to "Get close to PC 4 
(Rutsubo)." <<laughs>> 
Aban:   First the girl, now him... 
Genzou:  I wonder if he's fallen for her. 
{{p41}}GM:  I wonder. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Whatever, that's fine. First, let me finish "cleaning up." While the girl lays there 
with a vacant expression on her face, I gently press my lips against hers85. As "water" passes 
from my mouth to hers, I take control of her body. 
GM:   I see. Could you make a check using Necromancy? 
Rutsubo:  Since I have Hadesology, I'll substitute Hydromancy. The target is 6. 
<<rolls> ...It's a success. 
 
Rutsubo's moist lips press against the pale lips of the girl. 
As she does, the girl's gentle shoulders heave, and her forehead flushes crimson. 
She starts to take long, shallow breaths. 
As Rutsubo examines her state, she slowly pulls away from their embrace. 
As if lightly coaxed, the girl's tongue can be seen sweetly peeking out from between her lips. 
 
Rutsubo:  As I confirm that the girl has become my water puppet, I give a satisfied smile. 
Aban:   Leeeeeeeeewd. <<laughs>> 
GM:   The girl stands, her expression still empty. 
{{p42}}Rutsubo: Then, I instruct her to return home, and remain asleep. 

                                                 
84Saotome has been demoted to vice president – It's a good idea for a "Shinobigami" GM to respond flexibly like 

this. Don't be afraid to change things at first, so that players can get the most from their scenes. To put it bluntly, I 
think it's good to be able to say of your NPCs' backgrounds mid-game, "I didn't really decide on anything, so 
whatever works." 

85I gently press my lips against hers – Munch was really excited about this. 



GM:   The girl leaves the classroom on her own, a bit unsteadily. As you watch, you 
remember your mission. 
Rutsubo:  My mission... "Uphold the school's rules." 
Aban:   Hasn't she already broken them...? <<laughs>> 
GM:   No. At the moment, more than ten students have already had their souls 
stripped, but Rutsubo is acting on her own to quell the rumors about the "mysterious disease." Her 
job is to stop the students from causing an uproar. 
Rutsubo:  What do I need to do, specifically, to complete my mission? 
GM:   Basically, at the end of the session, all of the players look back and decide 
among themselves whether or not their missions were a success. So, at the end of the session, if 
everyone thinks, "Rutsubo was able to uphold the school's rules," then you succeeded at your 
mission. 
Rutsubo:  I see. I hope you're all with me on this. 
Aban:   Master, let's engage in an illicit relationship86. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  My conviction is law/order, so I can't support that. 
Aban:   Then maybe I should sneak into your bed at night... <<worried>> 
{{p44}}Rutsubo: If you don't straighten up, I'm going to drain the water from your body and 
leave you a withered husk. <<laughs>> 
GM:   All right, everybody's introduction scenes are finished. Let's move on to the 
Main Phase. 
 
And so, four shadows converge on Shinonome High School. 
They have yet to become aware of each others' presence. 
But shadows will inevitably come together. 
Their fate, an unavoidable battle. 
 

{{p45}}Main Phase – First Cycle 

 
1. Rutsubo Kokonoe – Ninpo “Friendship Juice” 
 
Shinonome High School, a public school in the suburbs of Tokyo. 
It's coed, and known for its relaxed school atmosphere. It has few problems that could actually be 
considered problems. 
The school building itself is located in a fortunate environment, surrounded by greenery. 
Unfortunately, however, that same environment may be the impetus for a large number of students 
playing hooky. 
The woods surrounding the school are one of Eito Himukai's favorite spots. 
 
GM:   Okay. Usually the Main Phase would start with the player to the GM's left87, 
but is there anybody who wants to go first? 
Rutsubo:  Me! 
GM:   All right, I guess we'll start with Rutsubo's scene then. 
{{p46}}Rutsubo: What can we do during the Main Phase? 
GM:   Mainly, you can choose to do either a Drama Scene88 or a Fight Scene89. If 
you pick a drama scene, after describing a relatively open scene, you make a check, and if it 
suceeds, you receive some type of reward. If you pick a fight scene, you can either call someone 

                                                 
86Illicit relationship – An "illicit relationship" is any sexual activity that people claim "interferes with the proper 

development of young men and women" It's a Japanese legal phrase used in education departments cited in 
incidents of physical student-student or student-teacher relationships. 

87Start with the player to the GM's left – After you've gone around in a circle once, that's one cycle. 
88Drama Scene – These are scenes where you can acquire information, or develop a bond with another character. 

They don't necessarily have to be dramatic. 
89Fight Scene – This is a game where you can fight with the other PCs or NPCs. Although one of the characteristics of 

"Shinobigami" is that you can mix it up with the other PCs, if you take it too seriously it can ruin the mood. Try to 
make fights between the PCs the kind where they end up closer as a result. 



out or seek them out and fight them. 
Eito:   Can you challenge one of the other players? 
GM:   Yes. But during the Main Phase, you can only choose to have a fight scene 
with someone whose location you know. 
Genzou:  So that means I could challenge Eito to a fight. 
Eito:   Hmm... <<nervous>> 
Rutsubo:  But this is my scene right now. I don't know anybody's location so I'm going to 
go with a drama scene. 
GM:   Okay, roll 2D6 and read the result from the scene table. 
Rutsubo:  <<rolls>> 7. Let's see... It says, "You're in the middle of an unspoiled forest. 
You can hear the sounds of birds singing and the rustle of a gentle breeze blowing through the 
trees." 
Genzou:  You're in a forest, even though this is a school drama. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Also, Rutsubo, choose a character who you want to appear in the scene90. 
{{p47}}Rutsubo: Okay, Eito seems like he's at the center of the story, so let's go with him. I 
want to meet him. 
Eito:   Okay! 
GM:   Also, after you've played out the scene, choose whichever is appropriate: 
Either healing, a piece of information, or an EmoBond, and make a check. If it's successful, you 
receive whichever one you picked. 
Aban:   What effect do they have? 
GM:   If you pick Recovery you recover one point of life. For information, you can 
learn the secret or location of a character of your choice. If you choose an EmoBond, you and one 
of the characters who appeared in the scene develop some sort of connection to each other. 
Rutsubo:  Okay, let's form a EmoBond with Eito. 
GM:   Gotcha. Okay, so the scene players are free to act out the scene however they 
wish. What kind of scene is it going to be? 
Rutusbo:  For now, I want to go with our first meeting. 
Eito:   All right, are you going to give me a warning perhaps? I'm about to skip class 
and head out to the woods behind the school... 
Rutsubo:  I call out to him. "You're Eito... Himukai, are you not?" 
Eito:   "Who's there?" 
 
{{p48}}Eito is unable to hide his surprise. Somehow or another, even though he is a ninja, 
someone else was able to approach him without him noticing. Remembering Matsuri's words, he 
readies himself to draw the kunai hidden in his sleeve. 
 
Eito:   Do I know she's the student council president? 
Rutsubo:  Does he know that we're both ninjas? 
GM:   Well, about that, getting the specifics of the world can be tricky. For the sake 
of creating the story, basically, it's up to the scene player, Rutsubo, to decide91. 
Rutsubo:  In other words? 
GM:   If you don't want to tell him, then you don't have to. 
Rutsubo:  Ah. Okay, I don't think I want to let him know just yet. Nevertheless, Eito 
should feel like there's something amiss. 
Eito:   Okay. Then, Eito is wondering, "Is this really the the student council president 
I'm talking to?" 
Genzou:  By the way, what can characters who appear in the scene who aren't the 
scene player do? 

                                                 
90A character who you want to appear in the scene – The player whose scene it is can choose anyone they wish to 

appear in the scene, whether it's Jesus or the player's dead grandpa or whomever. But try not to make it 
something too weird. Also, if you choose another PC, that PC's player can refuse. 

91It's up to the scene player, Rutsubo, to decide – Each scene player is more or less free to direct their own scene. 
However, if it would be uncomfortable or disruptive to the game, you should tell them, "Nope. I'm sorry, but that's 
going to be a problem." 



GM:   As long as they agree to it, the characters who appear in the scene may 
exchange or hand over any information other than that player's own secret. 
{{p49}}Genzou: I see. So you can't reveal your own secret92. 
Rutsubo:  "Class isn't over yet. Where do you think you're going?" 
Eito:   "I could ask you the same thing." 
Rutsubo:  "I'm here because I saw you heading off on your own." 
Eito:   I'm thinking that there's no reason she should have been able to notice me. 
Rutsubo:  "You've missed a lot of school. The teachers are also worried about you. Is 
there anything you want to tell me? Something that might be bothering you?" 
Eito:   "Nothing I need to talk to you about." 
Rutsubo:  "How cold," I say, as I grab his hand, like this. 
Aban:   Oh! How forward. 
Rutsubo:  "One of my duties as president of the student council is to give everyone 
advice." The tone of my voice is getting more and more seductive. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   She's one scary class president. <<laughs>> "It won't do you any good to get 
involved with a loser like me." 
Rutsubo:  "So even in a country school like this..." Wait, GM, is Shinonome High School 
in the country? 
GM:   Nope. Though if you had to choose between the two, maybe it is more rural 
than urban. <<laughs>> 
{{p50}}Aban:  Yuck! <<cries>> 
Group:  <<bursts out laughing>> 
Rutsubo:  "So even in a country school like this, one can still find some hint of 
excitement.” 
Aban:   Stop saying country already93! <<cries>> 
Eito:   "Are you coming with me?" 
Rutsubo:  "Are you asking me to skip class with you? Maybe that's not such a bad idea," 
I try telling him. 
Eito:   I was just kidding, but I like that she actually likes the idea. "Don't be stupid, it 
was just a joke," I reply. 
Rutsubo:  "That's too bad. I haven't skipped class since middle school. I was rather 
looking forward to it," I say as I turn around to leave. Earlier, when I grabbed his hand, I secreted a 
pheromone from sweat glands in my hand. 
Eito:   <<laughs>> President, you're gross. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  What? Okay, instead of pheromones, let's call it friendship juice94. 
<<laughs>> 
Genzou:  What the heck is that? <<laughs>> 
GM:   Nah, I think it sounds fine, doesn't it? The scene player gets to choose which 
skills they make the check with. 
{{p51}}Rutsubo: Okay, I'll go with Hydromancy. <<rolls>> 12 on 2D6! 
GM:   When you roll double 6's, you get a special effect. You can recover 1 point of 
life or a status effect... 
Rutsubo:  But I haven't taken any damage or status effect yet. I guess it does nothing. 
GM:   All right, so Rutsubo secretes the friendship juice from sweat glands in her 
hand. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Yeah, we should have stuck with "pheromones." <<laughs>> 
Aban:   Leeewd. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Okay, so Eito's body reacts to the pheromones. Each of you roll 1D6. 
Rutsubo:  <<rolls>> 5. 

                                                 
92You can't reveal your own secret – However, if you stick to this rule too closely, it may be all but impossible to 

actually roleplay. It's meant to stop players from showing their secret to someone else and going, "So this is my 
secret, etc..." directly. You can still incorporate parts of your secret indirectly into your roleplaying. 

93Stop saying country already – The struggles of a ninja are harsh. It is a cruel world. 
94Friendship juice – While it may not seem fitting for a ninja from the pharmaceutical branch of the Hasuba, the term 

has heavy literary value. Its meaning is very deep. 



Eito:   <<rolls>> 1. 
Rutsubo:  I want a positive EmoBond, so I'll go with attraction. Since I'm part of an 
organization, I look at Eito's freedom and wish I could be like him. 
Eito:   Yeah, I'm gonna go with mistrust. 
Rutsubo:  What? A negative one? 
Eito:   You used "friendship juice" on me! That’s mistrust right there. Mistrust!! 
<<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  And after I looked up to you. I changed my mind, I want to go with inferiority 
complex instead. 
{{p52}}GM:  When you have an EmoBond with someone, there are three types of effects it 
can produce. The first is Information Sharing. When someone you have an EmoBond with learns a 
piece of information, you can learn that information too. The second is Interception. When 
someone you have an EmoBond with is in combat, you can break into that combat. The last is 
Influence. When someone you have an EmoBond with makes a check, you may add a modifier to 
the result, either +1 if the bond is positiove, or -1 if it's negative. 
Eito:   Yeah, since I think something's up with her, I'm going to stick with mistrust. 
Rutsubo:  That's fine, I guess it makes sense. 
GM:   Okay, the scene ends with a slight feeling of tension in the air. 
 

2. Aban Birukaze – Ninpo "Street Feedback" 
 
Ding-dong-ding-dong. 
As the final bell rings, the school fills with commotion. 
People going to hang out. People on their way to clubs and committee meetings. People rushing 
to get home. 
The hallways are packed with students. 
But cutting his way through that typical after school scene is a man in a white lab coat—Genzou 
Izuna makes his way towards his objective, the science lab. 
 
{{p.53}}GM:  Okay, for the next scene- 
Aban:   I wanna go next! 
GM:   As long as no one else objects. Okay, Aban. Do you want to do a drama 
scene, or a fight scene? 
Aban:   A drama scene. After school or whatever. 
GM:   Roll on the scene table. 
Aban:   <<rolls>> ...8. "You're in the middle of a tumultuous crowd, surrounded by 
people who know nothing of the world in the shadows making a fuss with their petty gossip and 
banter." So, homeroom just ended, and school is letting out. 
GM:   <<as the students>> "What do you wanna do now?" "Let's head off to 
karaoke." "No way, I wanna go get ice cream!" 
Aban:   Ignoring the chatter of her classmates, Aban looks out the window at the 
houses of suburbia. Even if they call it the suburbs, it's lively enough to be a city. 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
{{p54}}Aban:  As long as there are buildings, it's a city! <<laughs>> 
GM:   All right, let's put that mess aside95. Aban, decide who you want to appear in 
your scene. 
Aban:   Izuna. 
Genzou:  Okay. 
Aban:   I wonder what result should I choose? 
GM:   Yeah. I think it's better to play out the scene first, before you decide. 
Aban:   Okay. So, I go to talk to Genzou as he's walking down the hall. "Yo! Master." 
Genzou:  "What is it, rat?" <<laughs>> 
Aban:   "If you were confident enough to transfer here, then you must have something 

                                                 
95Let's put that mess aside – The struggles of a ninja are harsh (rest omitted). 



to back up your belief that this is where the Kinin Mandala is located." 
Genzou:  ... <<after hesitating>> "Of course96." 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Aban:   "Then, where is it?" 
Genzou:  "After seeing all of the students in the gymnasium, there was one who caught 
my eye. I'll be keeping my on him. Eito Himukai." 
Aban:   "So he's the one who has it? Okay, okay." So it's him... 
{{p55}}Genzou: By the way, I'm allowed to tell Aban Eito's location, right? 
GM:   Yes. 
Genzou:  And Aban and I are just master and servant for flavor97, right? 
GM:   Just flavor. 
Genzou:  I see. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Flavor let you pierce her with your needle, and flavor can just as easily remove 
it, so be careful. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   Don't make light of the ninpo of the Marudoku-tou! <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  It's not my scene, but anyways, I command her, "It's likely that he is in 
possession of the scroll. Find him!" 
Aban:   So now I can learn his location? 
Genzou:  No, I'm not going to tell you98. <<laughs>> 
Group:  You're terrible! 
Aban:   You're not sharing information! 
Genzou:  What, should I tell her? Fine, I tell her. 
GM:   Okay, Aban, put a check mark by Eito's location in the “Characters” section of 
your sheet. 
Aban:   Okay. And just then, from out of nowhere, a shuriken comes flying from the 
crowd towards Izuna. <<laughs>> 
{{p56}}Eito:  Somebody's going after Genzou. 
GM:   Yeah. I wonder who. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   I want to form an EmoBond, but I need to make a check first, right? 
GM:   Yep, anything is fine so go for it. 
Aban:   Okay, I'll go with Sleight of Hand. <<rolls>> ...Success! "Marudoku ninpo, 
'Street Feedback!'" 
Genzou:  What is that!? 
Aban:   Since my clan is adapted to the city, we can manipulate the "pulse of the 
streets" that runs through the buildings and roads. By tapping into it, we can control buildings at 
our will. 
Genzou:  What a bizarre ability. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   Since I succeeded, I suddenly fling the door open and stop the shuriken that 
was about to hit Genzou. "You're being careless, master." 
Genzou:  Completely unfazed, I say, "You were slow to react." 
Aban:   It's a contest of no-foul roleplaying99. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Okay, both of you roll for your EmoBond. 
Aban:   I rolled a 3, so that's either affection or envy. Even if my master is a hick, I take 
pity on him and go with affection. 
{{p57}}Genzou: 6. 
GM:   So that's either murderous intent or devotion. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Hmm... <<worried>> 
GM:   By the way, it is possible to change it later. <<laughs>> 

                                                 
96Of course – He's using the phrase here to make it clear that there's no room for debate. However, in "Shinobigami," 

this useful phrase is often used to respond to a question to which you do not know the answer. 
97for flavor – Aban decided on this “master” relationship. Aban also makes up interesting technique names and other 
background facts about her character and clan. None of this is in the rules, so they have no rules effects. However, 
these “flavor” contributions from the players adds a lot to the game, and make it more fun for everyone. 
98I'm not going to tell you – Genzou is a jerk. 
99No-foul roleplaying – No-foul roleplaying is where, because of the situation or the game, even if you fail, it's not 

actually your fault. Perhaps you were forced into it, or you intentionally brought that failure upon yourself. 



Genzou:  …I guess I'll go with murderous intent. 
Aban:   Didn't I just save you from a shuriken? I want to change mine to envy. 
Genzou:  Come on, you can change it later, so just leave it how it is. Right now I'm 
thinking to myself, "Was this all her doing? Was she just trying to test my reaction speed?" 
GM:   Okay, that's the end of Aban's scene. Next up is... 
Eito:   I want to go next. 
 

3. Eito Himukai – Sword Style "Hinowa's Bane" 
 
The clouds list by overhead. 
On the roof of the school, Eito gazes at the sky. Before he realizes it, it has become dark. Perhaps 
he overslept. 
{{p58}}Before he drifted off, specks of clouds barely covered the sky. But when he opens his eyes, 
the sky is enveloped in dark clouds, and thunder rings off in the distance. 
It's going to rain soon. 
His mind wanders back to that day... 
 
Eito:   Right, I'm going with a drama scene. The scene table is... <<rolls>> ...a 9. "A 
heavy rain falls. People dash about wildly, seeking the shelter of the eaves." 
GM:   All right, a scene in the rain. 
Eito:   With the encounter with the class president still wearing on him, Eito went to 
the roof to take a nap... 
GM:   So you decided to take a break from playing hooky. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Yep. But after school lets out and it starts to rain, he suddenly wakes up and 
rushes underneath the eaves. 
GM:   At first the rain only comes in small drops, but it is gradually growing heavier. 
Eito:   As he watches the rain, he thinks back to when his parents were killed100. It 
was raining then, too. <<laughs sorrowfully>> 
GM:   I see. 
{{p59}}Eito:  He takes out Hinowa101, the sword that his grandfather left him, and stares at 
it. Just then, he yells out, "Who's there!?" and turns around. It's Aban. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   Somebody called? <<laughs>> I drop down from above the eaves, dangling. 
<<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Who do you serve?" 
Aban:   How fortunate, I've caught him alone. 
GM:   By the way, since this is a drama scene, you can only fight as flavor. 
<<laughs>> If you want to deal damage to someone, choose a fight scene when it's your turn as 
scene player. 
Aban:   I see. Okay then... "I won't tell you who I am, but I can tell you that I'm working 
with Mr. Izuna." 
Eito:   "Izuna...the new teacher?" 
Aban:   "He sends a message. He wants you to know that things will go much easier 
for you if you hand over the Kinin Mandala. Of course, we could also just defeat you and take it 
ourselves. <<stares>>" 
Eito:   Huh? "What mandala?" 
Aban:   "Look, you think you can play dumb with me?" 
Eito:   "Just hold on a minute. I don't know anything about any mandala, just tell me 
what it is." 
Genzou:  Hmm. Does he really not know...? <<worried>> 

                                                 
100When his parents were killed – During the course of the game, you should slowly share parts of your character's 

background with the other players. By the end, the pieces you've shared will have built up into an entire story. 
101Hinowa – There are no stats for weapons in "Shinobigami." Weapons and equipment are treated as a part of your 

ninpo. But in a game of supernatural combat like this one, weapons are an important part of a character. 
Therefore, it's fine to come up with descriptions like this one. Unleash your inner child and try to come up with all 
sorts of weapon names and descriptions. 



{{p60}}Aban:  "There's no point in trying to argue." Hi-yaa, I shout, as I move to fight him (as 
flavor). <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Clang-clang. <<sound effects>> 
Aban:   Okay, as our swords clash, I say, "You're not so bad," and laugh. When I do, 
rats jump out of my mouth at him. 
Group:  Gross! <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Jeez. I feel bad about hurting someone so little...but I guess I've got no 
choice," I say, as flames burst from my body. This is one of the techniques of Himukai sword style, 
"Hinowa's Bane!" 
GM:   The raindrops explode into steam as they strike Eito's body. 
Aban:   My rats shriek as they are engulfed in flames and fall to the ground. 
<<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Nice losing play102. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   "You'll regret this!" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   A bit dumbfounded, I say, "...What's her problem?" And with that, I'm going to 
form an EmoBond with Aban! 
GM:   Roger. What are you using for the check? 
Eito:   Umm... <<worried>> 
Genzou:  Considering the scene, Pyromancy should be fine, shouldn't it? 
Eito:   Let's do that. <<rolls>> ...Success. 
{{p61}}GM:  Okay. Both of you figure out your bonds. 
Aban:   <<rolls>> ...1. I'm going with empathy. 
Eito:   <<rolls>> ...I got a 3. 
GM:   That's affection and enfy. 
Eito:   It was pretty funny when she just dropped in out of nowhere. Let's go with 
affection. 
GM:   Just then, Matsuri...103 <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Panicking on the inside I go, "What is it?" <<laughs>> 
GM:   It looks like she was searching for you while you were skipping class. She 
says something like, "Eito, what are you doing playing hooky in a place like this!" 
Genzou:  And then she does something like reach for his shoulder and shout, "It's hot!" 
Got it. 
GM:   She's surprised that, even though it's raining, you're not wet. 
Eito:   "The rain is pretty heavy. Did you bring an umbrella?" I ask her. 
GM:   Huh. Yeah, let's say that she has one. She gives a big nod of her head. 
Eito:   "Well then, let me underneath it. I'll walk you home, while we're at it," I say. 
Let's try out a pickup line. <<laughs>> 
GM:   She turns bright red and seems like she might refuse, but after a moment she 
says, "I guess I have no choice," and smiles. 
{{p62}}Eito:  If there really are ninjas at the school, I wonder if I might not have to do 
something to maintain the status quo. 
GM:   Okay. Try to run with that. <<laughs>> 
 

4. Genzou Izuna – Ninpo "Submerged Flower" 
 
Red, blue, black, orange, green... 
A technicolor array of umbrellas blocks out the road. 
Genzou Izuna stares down at the after-school scene from atop a telephone pole. 
"There he is, master." 
Aban points at a pair squeezed underneath a single umbrella. Matsuri, half of her body drenched, 
and Eito. 
"You watch from here." 

                                                 
102Nice losing play – A proper response to no-foul roleplaying. Try to roleplay even when you know that you're going 

to lose. 
103Just then, Matsuri... – Eito, who can't fulfill his mission if someone finds out who he really is, was really nervous. 



With that, Genzou leaps to the ground, his lab coat billowing behind him. 
 
GM:   Okay, lastly we have Genzou's scene. 
Genzou:  Let's start from where the last one ended. Returning home in the rain. 
{{p63}}Aban:  Scene table, scene table! 
Genzou:  Nope. You don't need to roll on the scene table when you do a fight scene, 
right? 
Group:  Whooooooah!? <<excited>> 
GM:   Right. Since Genzou knows Eito's location, he can challenege him to a fight. 
Genzou:  Okay, while Eito and Matsuri are walking home sharing an umbrella, the other 
students around them start collapsing one after another. 
Eito:   "Who's there!?" I say, and shield Matsuri. 
Genzou:  On a rainy street, the camera pans upwards from the ground, fixating finally on 
a man with long hair and a lab coat. 
Eito:   We lock eyes! 
Aban:   An ominous rumbling sound fills the air... 
Genzou:  "You're Eito Himukai. A junior." 
Eito:   "You must be the one that rat-girl was talking about." 
Genzou:  "My name is Genzou Izuna. I'm here to take what you have, the Kinin 
Mandala." 
Eito:   "I already told her, I have no idea what you're talking about." 
Genzou:  "You can play dumb all you want, but you're already trapped inside my 
barrier." 
Eito:   Barrier!? <<laughs>> 
{{p64}}Genzou:  That's right. A magical barrier. That's why the other students collapsed. 
GM:   So it would seem. 
Genzou:  "If you try to resist, that girl will be next." 
Eito:   "I won't let you lay a finger on her!" I say, but because of my mission, I guess I 
can't fight in front of her. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Then, I hurl a needle. It strikes Matsuri, and she collapses too. By the way, 
when she wakes up, for some reason she won't remember any of this104. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Okay, let's start the fight. <<he lays the battle sheet out on the table>> The 
ones fighting are Genzou and Eito. 
Rutsubo:  I have an EmoBond of attraction with Eito, so I can appear too, right? 
GM:   Correct. 
Aban:   Can I show up too? <<pondering>> 
GM:   Yep. You can also interfere in the thick of things, so it's fine if you want to 
watch how the battle plays out before you decide. 
Rutsubo:  Okay then, for now I'll just wait and see. 
Aban:   Me too. 
{{p66}}GM:  Gotcha. First off, Genzou. As the scene player, if you want you can decide the 
battlefield using the battlefield table105. 
Genzou:  <<looking at the battlefield table>> It does look interesting. Okay, let's try 
rolling. <<rolls>> ...2. underwater? 
GM:   Players fighting on this battlefield receive a -2 penalty to their dodge checks. 
Genzou:  Okay. As a result of the magical barrier, the force of the rain was strengthened, 
and the ground at Eito's feet is flooded. 
Eito:   Ack! 
GM:   The battle begins. First, we start with the Plot106. The two of you participating 

                                                 
104For some reason she won't remember any of this – Genzou is nice enough not to erase all her memories of Eito, 

however. 
105Battlefield table – You can have numerous battlefields, such as high places, underwater, in the middle of a storm, 

an arctic region, etc... 
106Plot – This word has lots of meanings, such as a plan, a story, an image, etc... One of those meanings is to draw a 

map. From that meaning comes the term "plot orders," used in games where you write your actions out 



in the battle, hide a six-sided die behind the palm of your hand with a number of your choice facing 
up. 
Eito:   Is higher better here? 
GM:   It is, sort of. Whoever has the highest score can act first. 
Eito:   Then wouldn't you just pick 6? 
GM:   However, that's not all. During the battle, if you roll less than or equal to your 
Plot Value on a check, it's a fumble. 
Eito:   What!? 
{{p67}}GM:  Moreover, realize that if you fumble, every check you make for the rest of that 
round becomes a failure. 
Rutsubo:  By the way, what about the Perfect Success Ohgi? 
GM:   The Ohgi takes precedence. 
Genzou:  I see. 
GM:   Furthermore, if you are making an attack, your combat ninpo's "range" must 
fall within the difference between your Plot Value and your opponent's. 
Eito:   Close Combat Attack has a range of 1... And Cross Cut 's range is 0, isn't it? 
Genzou:  Just so you know, my Mob Combat Attack's range using Illusion is 4. 
<<grins>> 
Eito:   Auuuuuugh. <<frustrated>> 
Rutsubo:  <<looking at Eito's character sheet>> But Eito has Shadow Duplicate, right? If 
you use that, you have two dice you can use for the Plot. You can choose one after they're 
revealed. 
Eito:   That's right! That's why I took it. 
GM:   All right, before deciding your Plot, make a Multiplicity check. <<laughs>> By 
the way, as usual, if you roll snake eyes now it counts as a fumble107. 
Eito:   Here we go. The check calls for Multiplicity. Since I have that, the target is 5. 
<<rolls>> ...It's a success! 
{{p68}}GM:  So, like earlier, the rain striking Eito's body starts turning to steam. As it does, 
the steam takes the form of Eito, and starts splitting into multiple copies. 
Genzou:  "Is this...shadow duplication!?" 
GM:   Okay, let's choose your Plot. 
Eito and Genzou: Okay. 
GM:   Are you ready? Go ahead and reveal them. 
 
Both of them open their hands at the same time. 
Eito has a 2 and a 5. 
Genzou has a 3. 
 
Eito:   Yeah! I got it. I'm going to use the 2. 
Genzou:  Damn. But I still get to go first. 
GM:   Okay, both of you place your markers on the sections of the battle sheet that 
correspond to your Plot Values. The Plot step is done, next comes attacks. 
Genzou:  I start, right? 
{{p69}}GM:   That's right. Choose an attack ninpo. 
Genzou:  Since the difference between our Plot Values is 1, I'm going to use Close 
Combat Attack. I'll make a check using Acupuncture. <<rolls>> ...Success! 
GM:   Okay, Eito, make a dodge check. You use the same skill as the attacker. 
Eito:   In the case of Acupuncture, I'll substitute using Pyromancy. Since they're two 
spaces away, my target is 7, right? Piece of cake. 
GM:   Nope. Because you're in water right now, you have a -2 modifier. You need a 9 
or higher on two dice to not fail. 

                                                 
beforehand. In contemporary games, "plot" can refer to not to the "writing things down" part, but more so the 
"doing something in advance" part. 

107As usual, if you roll snake eyes now it counts as a fumble – "Now" refers to before deciding your Plot, before it 
is revealed. 



Eito:   What!? Oh well, 1 damage shouldn't hurt. 
Rutsubo:  And by the way, during combats in the Main Phase, you're removed from 
battle if you take a point of damage, right? 
GM:   Right. 
Eito:   What was that!? Isn't there any way I can get a bonus to the check? 
GM:   There are two ways. One is Directing. If a player who isn't involved in the 
battle makes an appearance somehow, they can increase or decrease the result of the check by 1. 
Eito:   A-ha. And the other is? 
{{p70}}GM:  Influence. If a character with whom you have a positive EmoBond appears in 
the scene, you can give that character a +1 modifier. Rutsubo or Aban, if either of you want to 
interrupt, now is your chance. 
Aban:   Nope. No matter how much he loves me, there's no way I can defend an 
enemy of my master. I'll ignore him. I'm not showing up. 
Rutsubo:  Nope, I'm just going to wait and see as well. 
Eito:   Noooooo. <<cries>> 
Genzou:  Well then, roll your dodge check. 
Eito:   I've got nothing but guts to go on... YAH! <<rolls>> ...6. I failed. 
Genzou:  Then the needle pierces Eito's shoulder. Since it's close combat damage, let's 
find out which random skill field it damages. <<rolls>> ...2, so that's Martial Arts. 
Eito:   Yeah! I don't have any skills there, so it doesn't hurt108! 
GM:   Regardless, since you took damage, you're removed from combat. And since 
there are no characters left, we're done resolving attacks. 
Genzou:  I guess this victory is mine. 
GM:   It is. The winner, Genzou, can choose the result. An EmoBond, Information, 
or a Prize109. 
{{p71}}Genzou: By "Prize" do you mean the Kinin Mandala? 
GM:   That's right. The Kinin Mandala counts as a Prize as well. 
Genzou:  "As well” as what? 
GM:   <<smiles>> 
Genzou:  For now, we'll settle for the Kinin Mandala. 
GM:   Eito doesn't have it. 
Genzou:  W-what!? 
Aban:   What's wrong, master? <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  N-no, it's nothing. Well then, can I see Eito's secret? 
GM:   That should be fine. Eito, show Genzou your secret. 
Eito:   Yes sir. <<hands over the handout>> 
Genzou:  Let's see here. <<checking Eito's handout>> 
Aban:   Since I have affection with Genzou, it's okay if I look too, right? 
GM:   That's right. If you want, you can automatically learn that Information. 
Aban:   I wanna see! 
Genzou:  This should be it. 
Aban:   Uh-huh, uh-huh. 
 
{{p72}}The two of them read the handout, which says the following: 
“Secret: Your parents were killed by someone named 'Mudou,' using his Ohgi, the secret sword 
technique “Human Blossom" (you know the details of his Ohgi). If you encounter Mudou, your 
Mission will become to defeat him and avenge your parents.” 
 
Genzou:  Okay. Then, I manipulate Eito's mind using magic. Peering into his mind, I 

                                                 
108I don't have any skills there, so it doesn't hurt – When you take damage, the skill that represent your life points 

become unusable. If you take damage to the field that's your specialty, you might want to cry. 
109An EmoBond, Information, or a Prize – If you win a battle and choose an "EmoBond," you may choose to make 

someone else have a one-sided bond with you. However, the winner may choose freely which type of EmoBond it 
is. So you can say, "Love me!" or "Hate me!" Furthermore, a "Prize" is some important object described in the 
scenario. If you acquire one during the course of the game, you can receive merit points for it. 



learn his secret and scream. "You...! I see, how interesting110." 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  What does it say? I want to know. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Can I come back to my senses when he screams? 
Genzou:  That's fine. But when you do, Genzou is gone, and Matsuri and the other 
unconscious students are opening their eyes. <<laughs>> Eito can hear my voice echoing in his 
head. "It seems that you've been burdened with a heavy fate." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "What do you know?" 
Genzou:  "It appears that I was somewhat mistaken. I'll leave you to deal with this111." 
{{p73}}Eito:  "Wait!" I say, but he's already disappeared. 
Genzou:  Then, Eito looks around nervously, and after he and Matsuri leave, I turn and 
call out to Aban, "Were you watching?" 
Aban:   "Master, he's a tough one." 
Group:  <<bursts out laughing>> 
Aban:   As I swing down from a tree, my scorched uniform tears, as if on purpose. 
Although everything important is still covered. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "...Things are getting interesting, aren't they112," I say, and let's end it there. 
<<laughs>> 
GM:   Roger. And with that, the first cycle ends, but first, let's move on to a master 
scene113. 
 

5. Encounter in the Dead of Night 
 
The school building is enveloped in an inky darkness. 
Shinonome High School has fallen so silent that the tumult of the afternoon seems like nothing 
more than an illusion. 
But there's someone swimming, creeping, through that ocean of silence. 
{{p74}}Eito Himukai. 
He once again finds himself walking among the shadows. 
 
GM:   So the Master Scene takes place in the school at night. In this scene, Eito, 
after being attacked by Genzou, attempts to confirm whether a ninja is behind the mysterious 
illness of which Matsuri spoke. 
Eito:   And so he's gone to the school at night to investigate. 
GM:   Something like that, yes. Make a check using Investigation. 
Eito:   The closest thing I have to Investigation is Ventriloquism. It's 2 spaces away, 
so I need a 7 or better... <<rolls>> Ah, I failed. 
GM:   Okay, so you try to learn something about the mysterious illness, but it's been 
skillfully covered up, and you aren't able to get the full picture. However, you are able to learn that 
the student council has something to do with the coverup. 
Rutsubo:  The deserted school hallways at night. Can I come trudging down the hall from 
the other direction? 
GM:   Sounds fine by me. 
Rutsubo:  "Oh, Eito." 
Eito:   "...So it's you." 
Rutsubo:  "I need to make my rounds." 
{{p75}}Eito:  "In the middle of the night?" 
Aban:   And a girl, by herself. Or wait, is the vice president with her? <<laughs>> 
GM:   Vice President Saotome is following her around like her shadow. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Hmm? The vice president is there? 

                                                 
110I see, how interesting – Genzou often says "I see," even when he doesn't. 
111I'll leave you to deal with this – Since this is a game about ninjas, he wanted to say this at least once. 
112Things are getting interesting, aren't they – Genzou often says (rest omitted). 
113Master scene – Like the Introduction Phase, this is a scene where the gamemaster gets to direct the action. The 

gamemaster may insert them wheresoever he please. 



Aban:   He seems like a nuisance, doesn't he? Is he really just a normal person114? 
<<laughs>> 
Eito:   For real. Especially since my mission is to keep my real self secret from non-
ninjas. "The Student Council must have a lot of free time, to patrol the school in the middle of the 
night like this." 
GM:   "What are you saying! The president is only thinking of the welfare of the 
students," he stammers, losing his temper. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "Now now," I say trying to calm him down. "Eito here is simply helping us 
investigate the incidents going on in the school, isn't he?" 
Eito:   "Like I'd ever do something like that!" I try to deceive them. 
Rutsubo:  "Of course not, and I bet you wouldn't pry open the door of the student council 
room and snoop around in there either, would you?" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   I did what!?115 <<laughs>> Anyways, "It wasn't me," I tell her. 
Rutsubo:  "So, it wasn't your doing. Well, I guess I'll believe you. But if you keep this up, 
you might attract some unwanted attention, and people might begin to suspect you," I say, 
clapping him on the shoulder. 
{{p76}}Aban:  She sure is the touchy feely type116. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Since Eito's emotions are high at the moment, as soon as she touches him 
steam starts to rise. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Providing further evidence that water and fire indeed don't mix. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   And then, sensing water coming from Rutsubo, I say something like, "By any 
chance, could you be...117" <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "Anyhow, you should apply yourself a little harder next time." 
Eito:   ... 
Rutsubo:  "Well, if anything happens, I'll be there to help you out. This school belongs to 
both of us, after all." 
Eito:   "I wonder," I say, trying to get the vice president riled up. <<laughs>> 
GM:   He's fuming behind her. "What do you think you're doing!? She's trying to do 
you a favor!" <<laughs>> 
Aban:   This guy looks like trouble, doesn't he? <<laughs>> 
GM:   Yeah. Anyways, that's the end of the first cycle. As the night goes on, the first 
day comes to an end as well. People head to sleep, ready to face the next morning. 
 

{{p77}}Main Phase – Second Cycle 

 

1. Rutsubo Kokonoe – Ninpo "Water Violation" 
 
It's morning, but a morning that feels like it has come too early. Somehow, in the spring, time 
passes differently while you're still in bed. 
A crowd of students hurries on their way to school. 
Someone in that crowd dares to express such a doubt of the laws of time and space. 
A group of girls cackles wildly at the suggestion. 
They grow louder and louder until school finally lets out. 
 
Rutsubo:  Moving on, I want to go first. 

                                                 
114Is he really just a normal person – Of course, NPCs with secrets appear suspicious. But if you think so and 

investigate them, only to find out that their secret says something like, "The truth is, his feet stink," you could end 
up disappointed. It's important to try to discern whether the GM is casting doubt on them intentionally, or if they are 
hiding something else. Regardless, I wonder what his secret could be... 

115I did what!? – It's terrible to find out that you've been made to do things that you don't even remember. If it gets to 
be too much for you, you should tell them to cut it out. 

116She sure is the touchy feely type – Rutsubo might be a bird-of-prey, the kind of girl who doesn't let go of her 
victim (men) (“bird-of-prey” care of "Rinshi!! Ekoda-chan"; Author: Yukari Takinami/Publisher: Kodansha). 

117By any chance, could you be... – The opposite of Genzou, even though Eito's player knows something, the 
character is often played as not knowing and being surprised by things. This game has a really fantastic spread of 
characters. 



GM:   Okay, we'll start the second cycle with Rutsubo again. 
Rutsubo:  The scene table says... number 6. “You're in the middle of a tumultuous crowd, 
surrounded by people who know nothing of the world in the shadows making a fuss with their petty 
gossip and banter." 
{{p78}}Genzou: So the scene takes place on the way to school. 
Aban:   Good morning, good morning! <<laughs>> 
GM:   Ding-dong-ding-dong. 
Aban:   I make my way to school using parkour. <<laughs>> Not because I'm late, but 
because I'm the type who just has to charge straight ahead. Climbing over apartments and stuff. 
Rutsubo:  That girl who who shouted "That teacher is so cool!" during Genzou's 
introduction is there too. 
GM:   Oh my. 
Rutsubo:  She says to someone who looks like one of her friends, "Last night, I went to 
see Mr. Izuna!" "Oh my gawd, no waaay!" <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  That was fast118! <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  High school girls these days are very motivated. Anyway, as that girl walks 
past an empty classroom—THUNK!119–I grab her and pull her inside. 
Aban:   What's with this random girl's luck!? <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  I turn to the frightened girl and say, "I need to ask you something." 
GM:   <<as the unnamed high school girl>> "P-president?" 
{{79}}Rutsubo: "Don't worry, you won't have to say anything," I say, and kiss her. 
Eito:   Whoa! 
Rutsubo:  "I can simply ask the water inside you," I say, as water starts welling up into 
her mouth. I guess it's sort of like she's being tortured. <<laughs>> 
GM:   So are you going to make a Torture check? 
Rutsubo:  Yes. <<laughs>> I want to see if I can find out Genzou's secret. 
Aban:   Amazing. 
Rutsubo:  Knowing that she was going to end up in contact with Genzou, I injected the 
water into her beforehand. <<rolls>> ...Success. 
GM:   All right, Genzou. Show your secret to Rutsubo and... 
Eito:   I have an EmoBond with Rutsubo! 
GM:   So show it to Rutsubo and Eito, then. 
 
Rutsubo's and Eito's players peek at Genzou's handout. It says the following: 
"Secret: The secret formula, the Kinin Mandala, was stolen from your faction by PC 1's (Eito's) 
parents. You've been told that PC 1 (Eito) has the Kinin Mandala." 
{{p80}}This time it's Eito's and Rutsubo's turn to exchange looks. 
 
Rutsubo:  Genzou was trying to recover the Kinin Mandala, but...huh. I see, I see. 
Eito:   Huh. So that's the reason he attacked me earlier. 
Aban:   Hey, I have an EmoBond with Eito too... 

GM:   事情共有 doesn't chain120 like that. Since it's Rutsubo's scene where she 

acquires the information, it's only for people who have a bond directly with her. 
Aban:   Ah, gotcha. 
Rutsubo:  Okay, so I say, "Maybe I should let Eito know about this." Is it okay if I go tell 
him? 
GM:   That's fine. 
Rutsubo:  Oh, by the way, is the vice president there? 

                                                 
118That was fast – And yet Genzou doesn't even remember it happening. How cruel. 
119THUNK! – It might be because there are a lot of scenes from comics that the players want to recreate, but they 

seem to use a lot of sound effects while playing “Shinobigami.” It's not like they have a poor vocabulary or 
anything. 

120事情共有 doesn't chain – When someone with whom you have an EmoBond learns information, you can use 事情

共有 to learn that information as well. But, you can't use 事情共有 to learn information from someone who learned 

it using 事情共有 (how confusing). 



GM:   That's right. I wonder if it wouldn't be better if he weren't. <<laughs>> But it's 
your scene, so it's up to you. 
Rutsubo:  Then, as the girl's legs slowly stop twitching, he shows up saying something 
like, "President, where are you?" 
{{p81}}GM:  I see. "Ah, so this is where you've been!" 
Rutsubo:  "She doesn't seem to be doing too well." 
GM:   "Right, I'll take her to the nurse." 
Rutsubo:  "If you don't mind, Saotome," I say, and send her off in a confused stupor, her 
eyes unable to focus as if she's staring at something very far away. Her sparkling, jewel-like 
pupils go dead black, and the eye around them turns cloudy121. 
Eito:   Terrible. That description was terrible. <<laughs>> 
 
An innocent girl walks down the hall, staggering. 
Rutsubo watches her leave with a broad smile on her face. 
 

2. Aban Birukaze – Ninpo "Feast of the Rat" 
 
A spider clings to the white walls of the school. 
It's Aban Birukaze, attempting to infiltrate the student council room. 
She knocks on the wall—tap tap, tap tap—like a savvy shopper testing watermelons. 
{{p82}}Slightly changing the spot where she knocks each time, she eventually finds one that 
responds by giving off a high-pitched noise. 
A satisfied smile crosses her lips. 
Marudoku ninpo, "Street Feedback!" 
The tip of her finger clicks against the wall, and the locked window of the student council room 
rattles itself open. 
 
Aban:   Let's roll on the scene table. <<rolls>> ...10. 
GM:   A drama scene, right? 
Aban:   Right. "A heavy wind blows. Your hair and clothes billow. You feel like 
something is about to happen..." I'm in the student council room. 
GM:   Okay. 
Aban:   Naturally, since I'm entering through the window, the curtains are fluttering with 
a fwoosh. 
Rutsubo:  "Saotome, hurry up and close that." <<laughs>> 
Aban:   No no no, the student council room is empty. 
GM:   Oh? 
Rutsubo:  Aww, I wanted to be in this scene122. 
{{p83}}Aban:  Okay, I'm trying to find information on Eito, so I search the student council 
room for something that looks like a student register, but while I'm doing so, Rutsubo and the vice 
president enter the room. 
GM:   Chatter chatter chatter. <<sound effects>> 
Rutsubo:  "So about the new student welcome party..." 
Aban:   When Aban notices them, she clucks her tongue in frustration. As she does, a 
rat plunges itself into the vice president's mouth. The whites of his eyes bulge and he collapses. 
This is the Marudoku-tou ninpo, "Feast of the Rat123." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   I guess you really do need to knock out the normal ones. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Since we're both girls, my attitude suddenly changes, and I say, "I hope you 
appreciate what it's like to be the one cleaning up all these messes." <<laughs>> 
Aban:   "You're not an ordinary person, are you?" <<laughs>> 

                                                 
121Pupils go dead black, and the eye around them turns cloudy – For some reason, Rutsubo's player is very 

insistent in his descriptions. He might be reading too many naughty comics. 
122I wanted to be in this scene – If you want to appear in somebody else's scene, it's fine to appeal to them like so. 
123This is the Marudoku-tou ninpo, "Feast of the Rat" – If you only heard the name, you might think it's some sort 

of classy Japanese dish. Or not. 



Rutsubo:  "Your life is garbage. Is it okay if I call you 'Trash' from now on?124" 
Aban:   How mean. <<laughs>> "So it seems we're not the only ones after the 
mandala." 
Rutsubo:  "You too? Speaking of which, you've been meeting with that teacher, haven't 
you?" 
Aban:   "If you have it, you'd better hand it over, if you value your life." 
Rutsubo:  Hmm... "Why don't we share what we know?" 
{{p84}}Aban:  What do you mean? 
Rutsubo:  You know Himukai's secret, don't you? 
Aban:   Eito? Yeah, I know his secret. 
Rutsubo:  I can't help it, but Eito Himukai intrigues me. 
Eito:   It's nothing. It's totally not important. <<monotone>> 
Aban:   "So you're interested in him too?" 
Rutsubo:  "And you, do you trust your master?" 
Aban:   I wonder. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "Don't you wish to know what it is that he's hiding from you?" 
Aban:   I see, I see. <<laughs>> "This way we won't have to end up hurting each 
other. I wonder if we can settle this like adults." 
Genzou:  This, coming from somebody who goes around shoving rats in other people's 
mouths. <<laughs>> 
 
And so each of them learns the secret that they hadn't been privy to before. Now, every player 
knows both Eito's and Genzou's secrets. 
 
Genzou:  Ah, that's right. If you appear in a scene together, you can share 
information125. 
{{p85}}GM:  Although you can't reveal your own secret, if you know another person's, you 
can share it with someone else without any problem. 
Rutsubo:  <<reading the secret>> ...This guy's not it either126! 
Eito:   Not what? 
Rutsubo:  Nothing. Right. It's nothing127. Anyway, I feel like I am one step closer now. 
Let's check off the box for Eito's secret...there we go. 
Aban:   I didn't expect things to go this way either. <<laughs>> "You've told me 
something useful. I can see us becoming friends128." 
Rutsubo:  "Indeed." 
Aban:   Well then, I exit through the window. 
Genzou:  And then the rat skitters away after you. 
Eito:   How cute. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "She really is like the wind, isn't she." 
GM:   As you say that, Saotome awakens with a groan. Anyway, Aban, you still get 
to make a check. 
Aban:   Ah, that's right. I'll go with Creature Mastery... <<rolls>> It succeeds. Rutsubo, 
show me your secret. 
{{p86}}Rutsubo: Okay. Be my guest. 
Genzou:  Let's see it. 
Eito:   I wanna read it too. 
Aban:   Okay, everyone can look. Whoa! What the hell...!? 
 

                                                 
124Is it okay if I call you 'Trash' from now on? – This is a line that this replay's illustrator, Shie Nanahara, included in 

a sketch of Rutsubo to further define her character. That the player decided to use it shows they're both on the 
same page. 

125If you appear in a scene together, you can share information – You can. This rule is easy to forget. 
126This guy's not it either – It seems like Rutsubo's player is searching for someone... 
127It's nothing – It seems that whatever she's looking for is related to secrets. 
128I can see us becoming friends – Scenes where people start out as enemies, and end up forming an alliance with 

each other, are awesome. 



The three of them look at Rutsubo's handout, which says the following: 
"Secret: You are the underling of a ninja who has infiltrated the school, named 'Mudou.' You have 
been ordered to assist him in acquiring the sacred relic which he requires to complete the secret 
ritual recorded on the 'Kinin Mandala' which he possesses.” 
 
Eito:   What the...?129 <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Huh? <<cold stare>> 
Aban:   What do you mean "You can see us becoming friends"? You're the freaking 
boss character's right hand! <<while tossing the handout>> 
Rutsubo:  No, that would be you. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Anyway, we're halfway through the second cycle. The ritual's about to start. 
{{p87}}Genzou: Hmm. That would be bad. <<nervous>> 
Aban:   "Master, what should we do?" Suddenly this is a war meeting. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "Perhaps it is time that we search for this 'Mudou.'" 
GM:   And with that, let's move on to the next scene. The next one is a master 
scene. 
 

3. Matsuri Kazama – Lunch 
 
Lunch break. 
Some students jam their desks together in the classroom, some head to the cafeteria, some are 
on the roof, and some make their way out into the schoolyard. People are eating their lunches and 
enjoying themselves however they please. 
In search of his usual—milk and melonpan—Eito unapologetically prepares to use his ninja skills 
to rush to the school store. 
 
GM:   So, it's lunch time. Eito, what are you doing? 
Eito:   It would suck if they ran out of bread, so Eito's gonna rush to the school store 
at light speed for a second130. <<laughs>> 
GM:   As you prepare to, even though normal people shouldn't be able to see you, 
Matsuri grabs Eito firmly and stops him. 
{{p88}}Eito:  W-what!? <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Don't tell me she's a ninja too! <<laughs>> 
GM:   She smiles ear to ear as she hands Eito a packed lunch wrapped in a fancy 
cloth. 
Eito:   Oh. Does she mean...? 
GM:   Then, she forces him back into his seat, sits down in the chair in front of him, 
and says, "I made you lunch!" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   What is this, a romcom now? <<laughs>> 
GM:   She's trying to form an EmoBond with you. 
Eito:   Ah, I want an EmoBond with her too. <<blushes>> 
GM:   "I thought we could eat lunch together. Since you live alone, I was worried you 
might not be eating right." 
Eito:   "That's not true at all. I may not look it, but I'm a great cook." 
Genzou:  The hell, are you ignoring an event flag? <<laughs>> 
GM:   "Eito, you idiot." <<cries>> 
Eito:   But, since she went through all the trouble to bring it to him, he's still happy to 
eat it. 
Aban:   Eito's probably the type to totally not pick up on things and say it tastes awful 
or something. <<laughs>> 

                                                 
129What the...? – An expression of surprise for when something happens that you should have known about earlier. 

Very useful. 
130Light speed for a second – He's not kidding. According to the text on the battle sheet, when you have a Plot Value 

of 6 during combat, you can move close to the speed of light. Ninjas battle at such high speeds that normal people 
can't even see them. Don't try to bring actual physics into it. 



{{p89}}Eito:  Hmm. Yeah, I totally miss it and say something like, "You've got rice on your 
face," and pluck a grain of rice off her cheek and eat it. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Matsuri's face goes bright red. Her check automatically passes because the 
GM says so131. Eito, you roll on the EmoBond table. <<rolls>> I got a 5. Let's go with attraction. 
Eito:   <<rolls>> ...6 
Genzou:  Devotion or murderous intent. <<bursts out laughing>> 
Eito:   W-w-w-what should I do? <<laughs>> 
Aban:   "This girl made me lunch! I'll kill her!"132 <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Just hold on a second. <<laughs>> Fine, devotion. "This girl has to be 
someone from the other world, a normal everyday person," I force myself to believe. 
Aban:   I've still never had someone make me lunch. I'm impressed. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "How touching." 
Aban:   Suddenly tears start to fall on his lunch. <<laughs>> 
GM:   <<pressing>> "What's wrong? Are you crying?" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   What!? What's up with that? Is that really how PC 1 would act? 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
{{p90}}GM:  Of course, the taste reminds you of your dead mother's cooking or something. 
<<laughs>> 
Eito:   "No. It's nothing." 
Genzou:  There's just something in his eye, or something like that. 
GM:   Matsuri does come off as motherly, doesn't she. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Embarrassed about crying, I try to play it off by saying something like, "Girls' 
lunches are so small. I've always wondered if it's enough to make you feel full." 
Genzou:  <<in a narrator's tone>> And those tears were enough to give the lunch 
the perfect seasoning133. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Your cooking is great. I bet you'll make a great bride." 
GM:   Matsuri's cheeks turn beet red at Eito's words, and the master scene ends. On 
to the next scene. 
 

4. Genzou Izuna – Ninpo "Barrier Needle" 
 
Meanwhile, while Eito is crying into Matsuri's lunch, a group of students returns from the roof. 
For some reason, they decided they didn't feel like staying up there. 
{{p91}}It's the power of Genzou's "Barrier Needle." 
As he watches the students scurry about beneath him, he scowls while Aban reports what she's 
learned. 
His long ponytail flutters in the wind. 
He is a man who seems quite well-suited to high places. 
 
Genzou:  I want to go. A drama scene... <<rolls>> ...4. 
GM:   "You gaze out at the sprawling buildings beneath you. From here you have an 
unbroken view of the city." 
Genzou:  All right, the roof of the school, staring down at the students. 
Rutsubo:  I want to go meet with him. 
Genzou:  For now it'll just be a scene between Genzou and Aban. I am receiving Aban's 
report of learning Rutsubo's secret earlier. 
Aban:   Kneeling before him on one knee I say, "If what this rat reports is to be 
believed, someone called 'Mudou' killed Eito's parents and stole the Kinin Mandala..." 
Genzou:  As I listen to Aban's report, I suddenly sense a presence behind me and ask, 
"So, are you this 'Mudou'?" to Rutsubo. 

                                                 
131Automatically passes because the GM says so – It's fine for the gamemaster to change or edit the rules in order 

to make the game go more smoothly. 
132"This girl made me lunch! I'll kill her!" – Talk about going overboard! 
133And those tears were enough to give the lunch the perfect seasoning – Plus now it won't spoil in the 

summertime. 



Rutsubo:  <<entering>> "You are Incorrect." 
Genzou:  "I just can't bring myself to believe you." 
{{p92}}Rutsubo: What!?<<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "Keep your distance!" 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "You're so mean. And to a defenseless little girl, no less." 
Genzou:  That's not it at all. Since you were so kind as to appear in my scene, I'm trying 
to form an EmoBond with you. 
Rutsubo:  <<blushing a little>> That's fine, then. 
Genzou:  Not so fast! Will you let me know your location? 
Rutsubo:  Ah, yeah, I'll let you know. 
Genzou:  Oh? "You're being surprisingly up front." 
Rutsubo:  "I try to avoid fighting as much as possible." 
Genzou:  I wonder. 
GM:   What is your conviction? 
Rutsubo:  Self134. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "Who do you work for?" 
Rutsubo:  "Do you know what it is I am after? It has nothing to do with who I serve." 
Genzou:  Well then, will you tell me the location of the Kinin Mandala? 
{{p93}}Rutsubo: No, I say that I don't know where it is. <<laughs>> I know. If we form a bond 
with each other, then I will let you know when I find it. 
Genzou:  Should I form an EmoBond with her? Hmm... <<worried>> 
Rutsubo:  "You can trust me, sir," I say, as I inch closer to him135. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  There's probably water running from her feet through the cracks in the floor 
towards Genzou right now. 
Aban:   Here it comes! Friendship juice136! <<bursts out laughing>> 
Rutsubo:  Yes, it's probably coming, coming straight for you. 
GM:   I'm a little scared of her. 
Genzou:  But it stops directly in front of me. 
GM:   Ah, the barrier. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "I can't trust a ninja who acts like this." There's also a barrier of needles 
around Rutsubo that she can't see. Ninpo, "Barrier Needle!" 
Rutsubo:  "Oh my, what skill!" 
Genzou:  And so, as we confirm each others' abilities, we form an EmoBond. 
GM:   Okay. Well, go with Acupuncture or whatever. 
Genzou:  <<rolls>> ...Success. 
{{p94}}Rutsubo: <<rolls>> ...4. Acknowledgin his skill, I'll go with loyalty. I won't oppose him. If I 
do, I might have to deal with rat-girl again. 
Genzou:  <<rolls>> ...3? affection or envy? What? "She... she's so beautiful." ...It can't 
be!137 <<laughs>> 
GM:   No no no. 
Eito:   A twisted mind is a beautiful thing, or something like that. 
Genzou:  Ah. 
GM:   Or more like "interesting," maybe. 
Genzou:  Okay. I guess that works. I'll pick affection. 
GM:   All right, next scene. 
Rutsubo:  Things are getting dangerous. Day two ends after the next scene. 
Aban:   Yeah, it's getting dangerous all right. <<laughs>> 
 

                                                 
134Self – A type of conviction. The kind of person who puts her own ideals and self-preservation first. Often a 

narcissist. 
135I inch closer to him – I think that Rutsubo might be a bit overly suspicious. 
136Friendship juice – This phrase carries an incredible force. As a result of this phrase being birthed during this game, 

whenever someone mentions Rutsubo, they can't not think of friendship juice. 
137It can't be! – The cry of the pathetic man who has tried to deceive himself and failed. 



5. Eito Himukai – The Flaming Sword "Hinowa" 
 
Another rainy day. 
Eito's thoughts once again turn to death of his parents. 
{{p95}}But the memory of Matsuri's smile washes away his dark thoughts. 
Eito slaps his cheeks as if he's made up his mind. 
He's going to protect that smile. 
He sets off towards the student council room. 
 
GM:   Now, last up is Eito's scene. 
Eito:   Yeah. I'm worried about what I should do. 
GM:   A drama scene? Or battle, perhaps? 
Eito:   That's the question, isn't it? 
GM:   The prizes for this scenario are the Kinin Mandala and the Eye of the 
Magatama138. 
Rutsubo:  Ah, that's right. You're supposed to get something good if you have a prize, 
right? 
GM:   Yep. If you acquire one of them, you get 1 merit point. 
Rutsubo:  Got it. 
GM:   If you go with a fight scene, who would you fight? 
Eito:   Rutsubo. 
Rutsubo:  Why me!? 
{{p96}}Eito:  Well, you are the lackey for the object of my parents' vengeance. 
Rutsubo:  But you don't know my master's location. Nobody does. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Well, I don't know anybody's location, much less Rutsubo's, so I can't 
challenge anyone to a fight. 
GM:   So a drama scene then? 
Eito:   Yep. <<rolls>> ...9. 
GM:   "A heavy rain falls. People dash about wildly, seeking the shelter of the 
eaves." 
Aban:   Is Eito an ame-otoko139!? <<laughs>> 
Group:  Fwooooooosh. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   After school, Eito, having heard from Aban that Rutsubo is working for Mudou, 
heads to the student council room to press her on the issue. 
Rutsubo:  Oh, this should be good. 
Eito:   When he opens the door to the student council room, he sees none other than 
Saotome, the vice president. 
Genzou:  It's raining outside. 
Eito:   Eito says, "I guess she's not here," and goes to leave. 
GM:   "Quite the rude one, aren't you?" 
{{p97}}Eito:  "The president's not around, is she?" 
GM:   "She's off making arrangements for tomorrow's new student welcome party." 
Eito:   Don't tell me this guy too...? Eying him suspiciously, Eito tries to use Analysis. 
GM:   That's fine. 
Eito:   I'm going to try to find out Saotome's secret. 
Aban:   That's right, there are still NPC secrets left140. 
Eito:   Here I go! <<rolls>> ...It's a success. 
GM:   Who has an EmoBond with Eito? 

                                                 
138The Kinin Mandala and the Eye of the Magatama – Both are unique to this scenario. A gamemaster should have 

no shortage of ideas for supernatural items like these. 
139Is Eito an ame-otoko – In Nagano, they tell a tale of the ame-otoko, a monster born from a rain spirit and a human 

woman... No, actually, it's a man who seems to always bring rain with them wherever he goes. In a woman's case, 
they'd be called an ame-onna. Eito seems to roll the rain result on the scene table an awful lot. 

140There are still NPC secrets left – During playtesting, there was also a tendency to put the PCs' secrets first, 
leaving the NPCs' secrets for later. There may be some hidden psychological reason behind this. 



Aban and Rutsubo: Here! 
GM:   So those two find out as well. The three of you, look at this. 
 
Saotome's handout says the following: 
"Secret: You are a ninja named 'Mudou.' You are planning to sacrifice the owner of the Eye of the 
Magatama in order to reform a lost sacred relic. You are turning the school into a magic circle by 
offering up the souls of female students. By offering the souls of 444 students and the owner of the 
Eye of the Magatama during a ritual, you should be able to revive the sacred relic." 
 
{{p98}}Eito:  Just as I thought. 
Aban:   Oho. 
Rutsubo:  I figured that's what was up, one way or another. 
GM:   Those of you who saw it, check off the box for Ao Saotome's secret. 
Aban:   Let me see Rutsubo's secret again. 
Rutsubo:  Be my guest. 
Genzou:  Boohoo. I'm the only one who can't see it, I feel so left out141. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  This is where I want to appear. 
Eito:   That's fine. Then, Eito feels something unusual from Saotome. "I see, so that's 
it," I say, as I unsheathe “Hinowa,” the katana my grandfather left me! 
Rutsubo:  Just then, I appear behind him and say, "Eito, is that you?" and give him a big 
hug. <<laughs>> 
GM:   This touchy-feely girl. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  I whisper into his hear, "I understand how you feel, but now is not the time." 
Eito:   I say to Rutsubo, "Let go of me!" <<laughs>> 
GM:   Saotome is shooting Eito an icy look. 
{{p99}}Eito:  "You remember me." 
GM:   "What are you talking about?" 
Eito:   "You remember these eyes," I say, and one of my eyes turns gold. 
Group:  Woaaaaah! 
GM:   As if he didn't even hear Eito, Saotome says, "President. About the 
preparations for tomorrow's new student welcome party..." 
Eito:   Grr... 
GM:   "Everything is going off without a hitch. <<grins>>" 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
GM:   Then Saotome leaves the student council room, looking at Eito, his arms 
pinned behind his back by Rutsubo, out of the corner of his eye. 
Eito:   "L-let go of me!" 
Rutsubo:  "I cannot do that." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "What's with you...!?" I say, though I already know142. 
GM:   That's true. <<laughs>> And now the second day is over... Let's squeeze in a 
master scene. 
 
The more Eito tries to struggle, the tighter Rutsubo's grip on him becomes. 
{{p100}}He watches helplessly as Saotome walks past him. 
Rutsubo watches him with mixed feelings on her face. 
 

6. Ninpo "Needle Diagram" 
 
A dark science lab. 
Countless needles arranged in the shape of the school building give off a steady glow. 
Some of them are moving. 

                                                 
141I'm the only one who can't see it, I feel so left out – But that's actually the real charm of an information-based 

game like "Shinobigami." Try to enjoy it as much as you can. 
142Though I already know – Even if you already know something, it's still important to say it. It's not uncommon in this 

game for a player to know something that a character doesn't. Or vice versa. 



It's a representation of the entire campus done up in needles. 
"I see, so that's what's going on." 
Genzou speaks to himself, satisfied. 
 
GM:   It's the evening of the second day. This is a master scene. Basically, I want the 
PCs to appear with each other. 
Group:  Okay. 
GM:   In this scene you'll exchange information with each other143. If there's 
anyone who wants to exchange information, then feel free to appear. 
{{p101}}Genzou: Right, I'll start. Genzou is in the science lab investigating the network of 
needles he's set up throughout the school. 
GM:   Those needles sure are useful. 
Genzou:  This is the ninpo, "Needle Diagram." In a monologue I say something like, "I 
should have a needle placed in every student in the school. Yet I can still sense someone walking 
through the school without a needle in them. Who could it be?” 
Eito:   Then, that's where I enter. Having slipped away from Saotome, and his captor, 
Rutsubo, Eito is angry and unable to control himself. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  The "Needle Diagram" lets me know that Eito is approaching. "My needles are 
flaring. This response...could it be, Eito Himukai?" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Eito goes to kick in the door to the lab... 
Genzou:  And as he's about to, I call out, "Enter." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Just who are you?" ...No wait, I already know Genzou's secret, don't I? 
<<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "My apologies for the incident earlier." 
Eito:   "Just what do you know about me?" 
{{p102}}Genzou: "I know about your parents. If you follow the trail of the stolen Kinin Mandala, it 
ends up leading to you." 
Eito:   "I don't know anything about it." 
Genzou:  "I am aware. My target is someone else. 'Mudou.' He should be the same one 
you're searching for. Join forces with me." 
Eito:   "You know that 'Mudou' is Saotome!?" I say, acting surprised as I leak the 
information to him. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Inside I'm shocked, thinking, "No way, seriously!?" but I keep my composure 
and respond, "As expected,"144 and smile. <<bursts out laughing>> 
Rutsubo:  This is bad, I'll have to change my plans. 
Genzou:  "Of course I knew." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   His voice sounds so hollow. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "There's nothing that goes on in this school that I don't know." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Well then, what about the Eye of the Magatama?" 
Genzou:  "...I've heard of it." <<laughs>> 
GM:   Liar!145 
Eito:   "Who!? Who's its owner?" I scream at Genzou, grabbing his collar. 
{{p103}}Genzou: Uh...well...you see... <<laughs>> 
Aban:   These questions are getting harder and harder to answer. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "If you know, then tell me!" 
Genzou:  "Well...at first I thought it was that golden glowing eye of yours." 
Aban:   Did you, now? <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I had a scene to that effect. 
Eito:   He did, he did. 
Genzou:  Speaking of, is there a reason for it? 

                                                 
143In this scene you'll exchange information with each other – The players can create a scene like this on their 

own, but it's also fine for the GM to arrange it. 
144"As expected" – A ninja's self image is even more important than his life. He'll never accept his own failure, so long 

as another option exists. 
145Liar! – Of course he's lying. 



Eito:   It's just for flavor. 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "But, it appears that I was incorrect." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "This is no time to be soft! Tomorrow all of the students at this school are 
going to be sacrificed, and the sacred relic will be completed!" 
Genzou:  ...Wait, really?146 <<laughs>> 
GM:   Genzou, you're so cute. Soooo cute. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Don't you get it? The lives of every student are at stake!" 
{{p104}}Genzou: Well now that you mention it... <<laughs>> 
Aban:   It must be hard trying to play a character who's always right. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "We're ninjas. If fate should decree that we die, then so be it. But the rest of 
the students, the ones who are out there just living their lives, they're just regular people. Do you 
want that mandala so bad that you'd throw away their lives for it!?" 
Genzou:  That's great. I'm all fired up. 
Eito:   Eito grabs his collar and suddenly pulls him close, like this. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I nonchalantly disappear, and then reappear behind Eito. "I see. If that's the 
case, then it's consistent with what's been missing from my network." 
Group:  <<bursts out laughing>> 
Rutsubo:  What a character. What a great character. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "Those must have been the gaps that appeared in the pattern that I laid out. 
There's no other explanation." 
Eito:   "What's the matter? Do you know something?" 
Genzou:  "There's no time to explain147 (that's all).” 
Group:  <<bursts out laughing>> 
GM:   This guy really has no clue what's going on! <<laughs>> 
{{105}}Aban:  Master, you haven't said a single concrete thing from the very 
beginning148. 
Eito:   All those noncommital phrases sure come in handy. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  It's amazing, like some kind of artificial unintelligence. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Don't flatter yourself. <<laughs>> 
 
Eito, Genzou, Aban, Rutsubo; each of them begins to put their own plan into action. 
And so finally, the fated day arrives. 
 

{{106}}Main Phase – Third Cycle 
 

1. Aban Birukaze – Ninpo "Rat Lunch" 
 
According to their information, this is the day that the ritual to sacrifice the students will occur. 
The day is blessed with bright and clear skies, as if it had no idea of the wicked fate in store. 
The unknowing students and teachers think it a perfect day for the new student welcome party. 
The morning air is pleasant and cool. 
Meanwhile, Aban makes her way to Genzou's temporary home in the woods, her face wearing a 
worried expression. 
Several crows fill the dawn sky with their ominous cackles. 
 
Aban:   I'm doing a drama scene. The scene table is a... <<rolls>> ...7! "You're in the 
middle of an unspoiled forest. You can hear the sounds of birds singing and the rustle of a gentle 

                                                 
146...Wait, really? – This line isn't enclosed in quotation marks because the editor has a conscience. 
147There's no time to explain – The more he says, the more likely it is he'll slip up. At a time like this, it's best to use a 

ninja's special ability to disappear at will. 
148You haven't said a single tangible thing from the very beginning – This technique is useful not just in 

roleplaying games, but in numerous other situations as well. Try it the next time you're late, or somebody asks you 
for advice. 



breeze blowing through the trees." Augh! I'm trembling149. 
{{107}}Group: <<bursts out laughing>> 
Eito:   I wonder if she'll be attacked by an owl or something, when she goes into the 
woods. 
Rutsubo:  Flap flap. Nooo, not a bird of prey! <<laughs>> 
GM:   What are you going to do? 
Aban:   My master is there sleeping. I approach him awkwardly. <<laughs>> 
"Maaaster." 
Genzou:  Maaaster. <<echoing>> 
Aban:   My right arm and right leg move at the same time, all awkward-like. 
<<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "What's wrong?" I ask suspiciously. 
Aban:   "Master, what do you plan to do now?" 
Genzou:  "Acquire the Kinin Mandala, obviously." 
Aban:   Oooh. 
Genzou:  "However, it seems that there's an incident that as enveloped the entire 
student body. We ninjas' existence may become known. We must stop the one pulling the strings, 
this 'Mudou,' before he is able to complete his ritual." 
{{p108}}Aban: "So, even if you don't act like it, you really do have a kind heart," I say, 
nudging him. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Great scene, great scene. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Umm. "...Quiet, rat!" 
Group:  <<laughs loudly>> 
Genzou:  "You're just one of my puppets. Know your place." 
Aban:   "I'll be quiet. But, you'll need to keep your stamina up if you plan to fight 
'Mudou,'" I say, as I open up a wrapped package I was holding behind my back, and pull out a 
sandwich. Let's go! 
Genzou:  W-what is it? 
Aban:   Rat sandwich. Delicious, right? <<laughs>> 
Eito:   There's a rat, quivering between two slices of bread150. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  The same thing that guy ate before, just before his eyes went wide and he 
collapsed? <<laughs>> 
Aban:   No! This isn't the "Feast of the Rat..." This is the Marudoku ninpo, "Rat 
Lunch"151; one bite and you'll fall for the person who gave it to you. In other words, I want to form 
an EmoBond with Genzou. 
GM:   So, Cooking? 
{{p109}}Aban: Dining on live rat... <<rolls>> ...Success. 
GM:   Okay. Roll 1D6. 
Aban:   I'm fine with affection as it is...do I have to overwrite it? 
GM:   Since it's your drama scene, and you already have some kind of EmoBond, 
you don't have to roll. Plus, you roleplayed it like that too. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  <<rolls>> ...1. empathy or mistrust. Let's go with empathy. That gets rid of 
murderous intent, then. 
Aban:   I see. Heh-heh-heh. 
Genzou:  What's up with that weird laugh? 
Aban:   It's a bit of an awkward, but subdued, love scene. I'll have a rat sandwich too. 
Genzou:  She shares half of it with him. 
Rutsubo:  But, isn't the back half of the rat sticking out from the bread152? 

                                                 
149Augh! I'm trembling – Ninjas of the Marudoku-tou suffer trauma whenever they're away from artificial, man-made 

environments. Surrounded by the city since birth, and with bodies and minds adapted for living there, they can't 
stand the inhuman happenstance of nature. 

150There's a rat, quivering between two slices of bread – Rats being a sign of the overflowing life force of the city, 
this is an enchanted food item. If you eat it, you can gain that life force for yourself. 

151Marudoku ninpo, "Rat Lunch" – This ninpo was developed by the founder of the Marudoku-tou during a time of 
famine. He traveled around distributing food, and the people loved and revered him. 

152The back half of the rat sticking out from the bread – There are several ways you can place a rat in a rat 



Genzou:  I make a bit of a surprised face, but relatively unfazed I open my mouth wide 
and swallow the whole thing in one bite. 
GM:   How ninja-like. 
Genzou:  I make a face that says "don't give me that pitiful look." "I grew up in the 
mountains," I warn her. "I've eaten things there aren't even words for." 
{{p110}}Aban: "The mountains!" I tremble and go blue in the face. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Things there aren't even words for? <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "I'm different from a city-dweller like yourself." 
Eito:   Is he talking down to her? <<laughs>> 
Aban:   "I can't stand mountains!" I cover my ears and shake my head. 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
GM:   How cute. 
Genzou:  <<in a narrator's tone>> But even while he speaks such harshness, inside 
Genzou is thinking, it's really not so bad. 
 

2. Eito Himukai – Ninpo "Mist Voice" 
 
Meanwhile, Eito too visits the forest, in order to declare his feelings. 
 
GM:   Who wants to go next? 
Eito:   Me. I wonder what I should do. 
Rutsubo:  I guess I'm fine with going last. 
{{p111}}Eito:  The truth is, Matsuri and Aban's secrets still haven't come to light yet, right? 
Genzou:  Okay, I'll try to figure out Aban's secret after this. 
Eito:   Right. I'll start then. Drama scene! 
GM:   Roll on the scene table. 
Eito:   <<rolls>> ...7! The woods again? <<laughs>> 
Aban:   I was right, Shinonome High School really is out in the sticks. <<resentful>> 
Eito:   Right, so Matsuri likes to take her pet dog for walks in the morning. 
GM:   Okay. She and her golden retriever are taking a walk in the woods, and the 
dog is sort of dragging her along, when... 
Eito:   Let's show up there. 
GM:   Matsuri is surprised, but she looks happy to see you. She greets you, saying, 
"Ah, Eito, what's up?" 
Eito:   Umm... 
GM:   "Oh no, are you stalking me?153" <<bursts out laughing>> 
Rutsubo:  Your character always seems to rush off without thinking things through, 
doesn't he? <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "You're too self-conscious," I say, and let out a sigh. <<laughs>> Then I stare 
at her for a moment. "...If I don't do anything, she's going to end up being sacrificed too." 
{{p112}}GM:  "Don't stare at me like that." 
Eito:   Let's try to discover her secret. 
GM:   Okay. What are you making the check with? 
Eito:   I guess Analysis might be kinda weird here. 
GM:   Maybe just a general Bluff check would work in this case. Since you're a ninja, 
you could use Interception to read her heartbeat too. It doesn't really matter what you use, as long 
as it fits the mood, ya know? 
Eito:   Okay. Let's go with Bluff then. Since it's two spaces away from Ventriloquism, 
my target is 7. 
Rutsubo:  It would suck if he failed here, so maybe I should use a Directing Action154? 

                                                 
sandwich. If you place the rat on its side, curled up, the back legs won't stick out, but then the bread ends up 
bulging unevenly. Aban did it "feigning death" style, spreading the rat out on its stomach. 

153Oh no, are you stalking me? – There is a clan of ninjas in Chicago known as the Night Stalkers, but they're 
unrelated. 

154 You’ll note that Rutsubo got the rules wrong, and the GM didn’t catch it either: Directing is only for combat scenes, 



I've been watching them for a few moments. Eito notices an unsettling pair of eyes watching him, 
or something like that? 
GM:   I see. So you're showing up to try and find out her secret too? <<grins>> I like 
it. 
Eito:   So the target is 6! ... <<rolls>> ...Yeah! It's a success. 
GM:   Okay, so Eito, and Rutsubo and Aban who have EmoBonds with him, all get to 
see. 
 
Her secret says the following: 
"Secret: She's in love with PC 1." 
 
{{p113}}Eito:  …Wait, what the hell!?155 <<blushes>> 
Aban:   Calm down, there's more. 
 
And it continues: 
"And, she also heard Ao Saotome say something about her. 'It can't be! It's not just you, but also 
PC 4 (Rutsubo) who possesses the Eye of the Magatama.'" 
 
Rutsubo:  What the hell!? <<laughs>> 
Aban:   And I thought for sure she was the one who had the Eye of the Magatama. 
<<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Oh? I was wrong?156 
GM:   Well then, now what? <<grins>> 
Eito:   Yeah. Now what should I do? <<worried>> 
Rutsubo:  Yeah. I guess this changes things a little. Excuse me, may I appear in the 
scene, even just as a voice? <<laughs>> 
Eito:   That's fine. But first, I want to finish this up. "Could you stay home from school 
today?" <<laughs>> 
{{p114}}GM:  "What do you mean?" 
Eito:   It's not...uh... 
GM:   "Isn't today the new student welcome party?" 
Aban:   A date! Ask her out on a date! 
Eito:   "It's... umm... do you want to go see the ocean157...together?" 
GM:   What's with you? <<laughs>> Okay, make a check using Bluff. 
Eito:   Umm... Using Ventriloquism my target is 7. 
GM:   How do you substitute Ventriloquism for Bluff? 
Eito:   This is different than normal. I'm using a real gentle voice! <<laughs>> "I went 
to see the ocean when I was skipping class before and it was beautiful, I thought I could show it to 
you." 
GM:   Wonderful. <<laughs>> Make the check. 
Eito:   <<rolls>> ...Success! 
GM:   Matsuri looks ecstatic and says, "I guess it's okay once in a while," and 
decides to skip class with you today. 
Eito:   Yes! <<excited>> 
Rutsubo:  Can I show up now? 
Eito:   Ah, right, go ahead. 
{{p115}}Rutsubo: Okay, then the morning mist surrounding the trees starts to resonate, in a 

                                                 
not normal role-play scenes! Hey, we’re all human, mistakes will be made! At times like these, when you realize that a 
mistake was made earlier, simply confirm the mistake with the group and move on. No do-overs or rewinds after the 
fact, just be careful next time. 
155...Wait, what the hell!? – There's nothing to be surprised about, this is the kind of secret a normal high school 

student usually has. 
156Oh? I was wrong? – Poor Genzou. 
157Do you want to go see the ocean – "To go see the ocean" is a phrase used among the Oni-Blooded to refer to 

execution for breaking the law. It found its way into normal human society, meaning to exile a non-conformer. 
However, since Eito is a Haguremono, he's probably unaware of that meaning. 



voice that only Eito can hear. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  What's that now? 
Rutsubo:  The Hasuba ninpo, "Mist Voice."158 "By now you should know what my goal 
is." 
Eito:   I do, I do. 
Rutsubo:  "Then you've realized. About me..." 
Eito:   "What is it you're planning?" 
Rutsubo:  "A job is a job. But, my goal is to keep order in the school. Eito, is it not 
possible for us to work together?" 
Eito:   ... 
Rutsubo:  "Though it may not suit me, when I look at you, I find you a bit enviable." 
Eito:   "Don't think that I trust you. But I'll remember what you've said," I say bluntly, 
but only for the sake of having the line fit my EmoBond of mistrust with her. Let's fight together! 
Rutsubo:  "That shall suffice, for now," I say, as the wind blows, spraying water about. 
Eito:   Fwoosh! 
GM:   And that's where Eito's scene ends. 
 

{{p116}}3. Ao Saotome – Mudou 

 
Rutsubo reassuringly entrusts the message to Eito using her water double. 
"Did he hear you?" 
Her master questions her from the darkness, an agitated expression on his face. 
Eito is off on a date, and I'm stuck here with this guy...? 
She curses herself silently, but the time to move against him is not now. 
She obediently waits for his next direction. 
 
GM:   All right, let's insert a master scene in here. Rutsubo is in the darkened 
student council room. 
Rutsubo:  Okay. 
GM:   You're kneeling in front of Ao Saotome...Mudou. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Okay. <<laughs>> "I've found the Eye of the Magatama. Its owner is Matsuri 
Kazama." 
GM:   "Bring her to me." 
Rutsubo:  "I'll give it a shot159." 
Group:  What!? <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "Per your instructions, I managed to locate her. Everything beyond that is 
simply charity on my part." 
{{p117}}GM:  Mudou smiles at Rutsubo's boldness and says, "Bring her to me by the time 
the ritual begins," as he gives her Eito's location. 
Rutsubo:  I see. His location... 
GM:   That's the end of this scene. 
Rutsubo:  "I wonder what's going on," I say as I leave, and things fade to black. 
 

4. Genzou Izuna – Ninpo "Mind Reader" 
 
Her actions are inexplicable. 
What has come over Aban? 
Genzou, alone again in the woods, his cheeks stuffed with rat sandwich, furrows his brow. 
In a rare fit of naive curiosity, it occurs to him to try using his knowledge gathering ninpo, "Mind 
Reader," on Aban. 
 

                                                 
158The Hasuba ninpo, "Mist Voice" – The source of the "Mist Voice" is a wooden box with a rotating metal ball inside 

of it. By holding and pressing it in the right place, you can manipulate the rotation to produce vocal sounds. 
159I'll give it a shot – It means something like, "I'll try, if it's not too much trouble." Not secret ninja language. 



Genzou:  So, is it fine if I go next? Let's try to discover Aban's secret. 
Aban:   Roll on the scene table. 
Genzou:  <<rolls>> ...7 
{{p118}}GM:  The woods again. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  It's a continuation of Aban's last scene. 
Aban:   I'm sweating like a pig. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I follow the trail of sweat through the woods. Let's make a check using 
Clairvoyance. "That's right, I never did take a thorough look at her after she came under my thrall." 
GM:   So you want to spy on her? Or something like that? 
Genzou:  No, after the last scene, my impression of her has softened a bit. 
Eito:   Even after she made you eat something weird. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I am a ninja, after all. "Depending on her current state, I may be able to give 
her control of her actions back." Something like that. <<rolls>> ...Success. 
Aban:   <<excited>> This is going to be rough. <<hands him the handout>> 
Genzou:  I'm pretty sure I already know. 
Aban:   Is that so? <<smug>> 
Genzou:  <<finishes reading>> ...Whaaaaaat!?160 
Genzou and Aban: <<look at each and laugh faintly>> 
Rutsubo:  Okay, let me see it!! 
Aban:   It's pretty serious. 
 
{{p119}}Her handout says the following: 
"Secret: The truth is, you're in love with PC 2 (Genzou). If you and PC 2 do not have affection or 
devotion EmoBonds with each other by the Climax Phase, your mission changes. In that case, 
your mission will become to kill PC 2 or any character with whom PC 2 has an EmoBond of 
affection or devotion." 
 
Rutsubo:  This late in the game... <<laughs>> And my scene is the only one left. 
Aban:   It's pretty critical, this situation. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  Yeah. I should have found out her secret sooner. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   Aban tried her hardest. 
GM:   You did try hard, Aban. 
Rutsubo:  Looks like things are going to get rough for you, Mr. Izuna. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  And for you too. 
Rutsubo:  Huh? What? Oh. <<gasps>> 
Aban:   Heh-heh-heh-heh-heh. <<smiles>> 
Rutsubo:  Could you list off your EmoBonds? 
{{p120}}Genzou: Rutsubo is affection, Eito is nothing, and Aban is empathy. 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Aban:   What about Rutsubo? 
Rutsubo:  Rutsubo? Eito is attraction, Izuna is loyalty. 
Genzou, Aban, and Rutsubo: <<giving each other false looks>> A-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha. 
Eito:   I'm pretty sure I can guess what it is. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  After probing Aban, when she leaves, I narrow my eyes and mutter, "What?" 
Aban:   Heh-heh-heh-heh. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "Women..."161 ...Ah, what a mess. <<laughs>> 
 

5. Rutsubo Kokonoe – Ninpo "Watery Prison" 
 
The ocean is two hours away by train. About one hour by bus. 
The time is just past noon. 
The air smells of salt water, and the sound of crashing waves can be heard in the distance. 

                                                 
160Whaaaaaat!? – I don't think he knew. 
161"Women..." – To just come out and say it seems very like Genzou. There doesn't seem to be any way out of this. 



Cutting through the roar of the ocean is the excited laughter of typical ocean-going girls. 
Eito's happy to be here. 
{{p121}}He knows it's not the time to think such thoughts, but when he hears Matsuri's bubbly 
voice, he simply can't help himself. 
She runs through the waves as they break against the sand... 
 
GM:   Okay, so, this is the last player scene. 
Rutsubo:  I'm going to go challenge Eito to a fight. 
Eito:   What? Me? 
GM:   A battle between Rutsubo and Eito. Anyone who has an EmoBond with either 
of them can intervene. 
Aban:   I'll intervene if Genzou does. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  I'll be cheering for them. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  Can I set the scene? How about walking home from school? 
Eito:   No, we skipped class and went to the ocean. <<laughs>> 
GM:   The ocean, the ocean! 
Rutsubo:  Ah. The ocean is fine then. The ocean! 
Aban:   Zazaaan! 
GM:   What are you going to do about Matsuri? For now she's part of the scene. 
{{p122}}Rutsubo: To make things easier on Eito, let's knock her out162. 
GM:   All right, Eito and Matsuri are chatting and laughing it up. 
Eito:   The two of them are walking along the beach, and even though Eito's not 
really in the mood to play around, Matsuri is... 
GM:   She's enjoying herself. 
Eito:   She comes running up, and cuts in front of Eito, splashing water around. 
<<laughs>> 
GM:   Eito says something like, "Cut it out," a little embarrassed. 
Eito:   Matsuri should be safe all the way out here, I think. 
Rutsubo:  The sound of the waves say, "You really believe so?" 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Eito:   The ocean, huh? That should be great for someone who uses water. 
Rutsubo:  "I am grateful that you chose here as your destination." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   As expected, you can't trust this girl. <<cries>> 
Rutsubo:  I appear without warning, as if I'm being born out of the waves. 
Eito:   I yell to Matsuri, "Get away from the water!" 
GM:   But it's already too late. 
{{p124}}Eito:  Matsuri goes, "Huh? What?" as the water splashes up and surrounds her. 
GM:   As a cage of water suddenly appears around her, Matsuri goes limp. 
Rutsubo:  Although to others this watery prison may be as strong as steel, I am able to 
slip my hand through it with ease. Stroking Matsuri's cheek I ask, "Which is it you wish to protect? 
This girl? Or the school?" 
Eito:   Augh, what a tough choice. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "Can't make up your mind?" 
Eito:   Ignoring her question I say, "Let her go." Then, Eito's whole body is 
surrounded by flames. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "Oh my, how scary." This is dangerous. I'm roleplaying an enemy character 
who has no choice but to lose163. <<laughs>> 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  "It seems you've lost your temper. But don't you think you're being a bit 
naive?" 
Eito:   "This doesn't need to concern her!" 

                                                 
162To make thinks easier on Eito, let's knock her out – A ninja shouldn't let the truth about who they are be 

exposed. During battle, they'll want to avoid being seen by those who know them. 
163An enemy character who has no choice but to lose – Losing flags and no-lose roleplaying are two sides of the 

same coin. Pay close attention. 



Rutsubo:  "In that case, you should have taken her further away than this. It's strange, 
thinking you could avoid a fight with another ninja simply by skipping school." 
{{p125}}Eito:  "I planned to return by myself." 
Rutsubo:  "Did you now? Your mother and father ran away too, didn't they? From their 
clan." 
Group:  Ohhhhhhhhhhhhh. <<laughs>> 
Rutsubo:  And with that, I go into a fighting stance. 
GM:   Nice. All right, each of you figure out your Plot. 
Eito:   My Shadow Duplicate... <<rolls>> ...Succeeds! Now I get two Plot Values. 
Genzou:  <<in a narrator's tone>> Hearing Rutsubo's challenge, Eito goes steely-eyed. 
Eito:   And, one of my eyes turns gold. 
GM:   Okay, reveal your Plot. 
Rutsubo:  2. 
Eito:   3 and 6...I'll go with 3. 
GM:   All right, make your attacks starting with Eito. 
Eito:   Let's go with Close Combat Attack. <<rolls>> ...My Infiltration check succeeds! 
GM:   Okay, suddenly Eito's body disappears into the water. 
Rutsubo:  "Oh my. He sure loves to run and hide, doesn't he?" 
GM:   For a moment, Rutsubo loses track of where he is. Make a dodge check using 
Infiltration. 
Rutsubo:  All right, I'm going to make the check using Poison. My target is 7. 
<<rolls>> ...4. I failed. <<cries>> 
{{p126}}Eito:  Since I used Close Combat Attack, she takes 1 point of Close Combat 
damage. For Close Combat damage, the skill group is chosen randomly, right? 
GM:   That's right. 
Eito:   Flames encircle my hand, and I slash with them like a sword. 
Rutsubo:  Nope. I'm going to use a Soma Pill and re-roll my check. <<rolls>> ...This time 
it succeeds! 
GM:   Eito's strike hits! Or so he thinks... 
Rutsubo:  But actually, it was a water double. Splash splash. 
Eito:   "What!?" 
Rutsubo:  And then I appear directly behind him. "You're a ninja, you should know better 
than to wade into another's element," I say, and although it's my turn, I don't attack him. 
{{p127}}Eito:  Huh? You don't? 
Rutsubo:  Then, at the end of the round, I withdraw. "Ah, no way no way! There's just no 
way I can win!" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Just what's your plan here?" 
Rutsubo:  "I'll tell you. I must be quite dedicated to my job to work overtime for free, 
right?" 
Eito:   In other words? 
Rutsubo:  "My mission is to uphold the school rules." And also, I wanted to test Eito's 
strength, to see which side I'd go with in the end. 
Eito:   I see. 
Rutsubo:  If possible, I wanted you to steal the Eye of the Magatama164, the prize I'm 
carrying, as a result of the fight. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   What a crafty girl. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Fine, let's do that. But, since Eito's still doesn't trust her, I say, "How do I know 
this isn't some Hasuba trick?" 
Rutsubo:  "Trust me. I've been waiting for this," I say, as I disappear into the waves. 
GM:   Zazaaan! 
{{p128}}Eito:  I embrace Matsuri, freed from her water cage. And... 
GM:   She doesn't seem to understand what's going on. "Huh? What?", she says, 
and blushes at your touch. 

                                                 
164I wanted you to steal the Eye of the Magatama – Her plan is not only for it to not be used in the ritual, but also to 

avoid going crazy and dying in the course of it. 



Eito:   I help her stand. "I'm sorry. There's something I need to take care of. I'll come 
back when I've finished it up. Will you wait here for me, until then?" 
GM:   "You mean like, a part time job?" 
Eito:   "No. Well, maybe something like that." 
GM:   Looking at the expression on Eito's face, it seems she understands. "Do your 
best. I'll be waiting for you. Even if I have to wait into the night. Even if my parents are worried. I'll 
wait for you, until you come back..." 
Eito:   I smile at her, and nod, silently. 
GM:   "Make sure you come back for me165." 
 
And so he leaves the beach behind. 
Her gaze is locked on him, unbroken, as he departs. 
 

{{p129}}Climax Phase 

 

1. Intertwined Memories 
 
The student council room is dark. 
Unlike the last time she was here, the room smells of mold, blood, and the scent of wild animals. 
The smell of the countryside. 
Aban tries to grimace, but cannot. 
For at the moment, there is a 30cm long needle being removed, slowly, from her forehead. 
 
GM:   All right, now that the third cycle is over, we go to the Climax Phase. But first, 
let's have a quick master scene. Aban. 
Aban:   Yes sir! 
{{p130}}GM:  Ao Saotome...no, "Mudou," is removing a needle from Aban's forehead, bit 
by bit166. 
Genzou:  Ah, my flavor-only brainwashing is undone so easily. <<laughs>> 
GM:   <<as Mudou>> "I'm sure he'll hate to lose you." 
Aban:   "It would have been easy enough for me to remove it without your help. You're 
sticking your nose where it doesn't belong." <<laughs>> 
GM:   "What? All I want from you is to keep him tied up. The ritual will soon begin." 
Aban:   "As far as I can tell, he doesn't care about your ritual or what happens to the 
school." 
GM:   "I see. In that case, you're free to pursue your own ends. I'm merely being 
helpful." 
Rutsubo:  <<frustrated>> Grr. What a nuisance. 
GM:   And now, finally, let's move on to the Climax Phase. 
 

2. Ritual of the Magatama's Creation 
 
Every teacher and the entire student body of Shinonome High School is gathered in the 
gymnasium. 
{{p131}}Their eyes are drained of color and as one they stare upwards at the ceiling. 
On stage Saotome barks out commands and gestures carefully with his fingers. 
As he does, the offerings invoking the spirit world seep from the students' mouths. 
The spirit world begins to manifest. 

                                                 
165Make sure you come back for me – Ninpo "Make Sure You Come Back For Me" is a dangerous technique. Since 

you can't move from that place until the target returns, there's a chance you may starve to death. It's said that this 
ninpo originated with a ninja preparing food supplies in the Sahara Desert. Since Matsuri is not a ninja, she's 
probably just using the phrase normally. 

166Removing a needle from Aban's forehead, bit by bit – The visual inspiration for this scene comes from Part 3 of 
"Jojo's Bizarre Adventure" (Author: Hirohiko Araki/Publisher: Shueisha), where the flesh bud is removed from 
Kakyoin. 



 
GM:   This is the Climax Phase. This scene will be treated as a fight scene, involving 
every character. Unlike as is usual, you won't be removed from combat until all of your life points 
are gone. 
Genzou:  A fight to the death? 
GM:   All right, let me set the scene. The location is Shinonome High School's 
gymnasium. All of the students are gathered there for the new student welcome party. However, 
their eyes are devoid of any expression, as if they have been stripped of their souls. 
Eito:   Ahhh, oooh. 
GM:   Rutsubo and Saotome are up on the stage; now, however, Rutsubo is 
standing behind him, and seems to be holding herself back. 
Rutsubo:  "The time is nearly upon us..." 
GM:   <<as Saotome>> "What about the Eye of the Magatama?" 
Rutsubo:  "Soon, without a doubt." 
{{p132}}GM:  Saotome...no, Mudou says, "Shall we begin before she gets here?" and pulls 
a long scroll from his pocket. The Kinin Mandala. The scroll unravels on its own, and folds over 
upon itself in the shape of a six-pointed star along the floor of the stage. Mudou stands in its 
center, and begins to form a mudra. <<at the same time, the GM performs the Kuji167>> 
Aban:   Whoa! He's really doing the Kuji! <<laughs>> 
Eito:   He's crazy. CRAZY! <<laughs>> 
GM:   <<slow and intense>> Rin.. Byou... Tou... Sha... 
Rutsubo:  I want to upload a video of this online. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Stop it. <<laughs>> Kai... Jin... Retsu... Zen... Gyou! Then, as Mudou 
completes the secret mudra, something resembling beams of light shoot from the students' 
mouths and eyes up towards the ceiling. At the same time, a sound, unrenderable by human 
throats, rises up in a chorus from that "light." 
Eito:   Okay, that's when I enter the gymnasium from the second floor. 
GM:   Okay. 
Rutsubo:  "He has arrived," I say. 
GM:   At the moment, the power of the Eye of the Magatama rests within Eito168. 
The "light" being emitted from the students' mouths and eyes is aiming towards him. 
GM:   "You're too late. The ritual has already begun." 
{{p133}}Eito:  "I can't let you go on with this. I'm here to stop you." 
Rutsubo:  In response to that, I disappear from the stage, and reappear back-to-back 
with Eito. "So you came." 
Eito:   "I hate to leave a girl waiting." 
Rutsubo:  "Do you trust me now?" 
Eito:   "I don't. But I told you I'd consider what you said." 
Genzou:  So, while Mudou's attention is focused on the two of them, Genzou rushes 
through the crowd of students in the gymnasium. He looks like someone running through a field of 
grass. 
GM:   <<as Mudou>> "Who's there!?" 
Genzou:  Running with my hands still in the pockets of my lab coat, I leap onto the 
stage. Then I say, "I, Genzou Izuna, have come for the Kinin Mandala." 
GM:   As you do, Mudou cries out, "Aban!" 
Aban:   I make my entrance, clapping as I drop down from the ceiling of the 
gymnasium. "That was so cool, master169," I shout. 
Genzou:  I react to her with extreme indignance. 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
{{p134}}Genzou: I think that Aban might be the only person who can get on Genzou's nerves 

                                                 
167At the same time, the GM performs the Kuji – The Kuji-kiri is a series of careful and precise hand gestures, or 

mudras, practiced in some religions and esoteric martial arts schools. 
168Rests within Eito – This line should make it obvious that the Eye of the Magatama is a spiritual power, not an 

actual physical eye. 
169That was so cool, master – The way she said the word "cool" turned it into an insult. Insult-jutsu. 



this much. 
GM:   Ah-ha, that's pretty great. 
Aban:   "Well, master, you always try to look so cool, why don't you show me how 
powerful you really are." 
Eito:   I turn to Rutsubo behind me and ask, "Hey, what's going on?" (He still doesn't 
know Aban's secret.) 
Aban:   "Oho. This has nothing to do with you, boy!" I spit back at him. 
Rutsubo:  "You can clean up your own mess, you ladykiller teacher." 
Genzou:  As my temple twitches, I say, "Fine. I, Genzou Izuna, shall show you my most 
powerful magic." 
GM:   Okay, so it's time for the battle. We'll treat the battlefield as “crowded/throng”. 
Genzou:  What effect does that have? 
GM:   "In a crowd of people, a classroom, a congested highway, etc... A fumble 
occurs if the result of a roll of 2D6 is less than or equal to your Plot Value +1." 
Genzou:  What? 
GM:   Since the place is littered with students. 
 

{{p136}}3. Bloody Battle 

 
The gymnasium is transformed into a scene of carnage. 
Unprovoked, the students-turned-sacrifices have become spontaneously blooming flowers of 
blood. 
But there, moving with a speed invisible to normal eyes, are five ninjas. 
The fight against evil rages on unseen. 
 
GM:   All right, first round. Everybody decide your Plot. 
Eito:   I'm going to use Shadow Duplicate. <<rolls>> ...Success! 
GM:   Okay, you get two dice for your Plot. Everyone, reveal them... 
Genzou:  Wait! I'm going to use Enlightenment. My Clairvoyance check... 
<<rolls>> ...succeeds! Mudou...your Plot is...5? 
GM:   Huh. You're right. <<cries>> 
Genzou:  Then, I'm going to give Mudou the Cursed status effect. 
GM:   ...Damn. Now I can't use Tough170. <<cries>> 
Rutsubo:  It's like he's already taken two points of damage. 
GM:   Damn. Everyone, reveal your Plot! 
 
{{p137}}The results of the Plot are Genzou on 5, Aban on 4, Mudou and Eito at the same time on 
3, and Rutsubo on 2. 
 
Genzou:  I'll start then. I say, "You fool! I trusted you, and now this," and, ignoring Aban, 
attack Mudou. I make a Mob Combat Attack using Illusion. Aban should be ashamed of herself. 
Rutsubo:  What is it they say about not feeding the trolls? <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  <<rolls>> ...What!? A fumble. 
Aban:   What an idiot! 
GM:   Mudou, without batting an eye, swiftly draws his katana and cuts down 
Genzou's illusions one after the other. "Heh. This is your grand illusion?" 
Genzou:  Grr. 
Aban:   Yeah, I'm up next! I turn to my master and unleash my Ohgi. 
Genzou:  Hmm... <<nervous>> 
Aban:   <<in a narrator's tone>> But, before I explain what effect it has, first I must to 
tell you about the Marudoku-tou171. <<laughs>> 

                                                 
170Now I can't use Tough – Powerful NPCs often take Tough, sometimes multiple times. If you can manage to block 

it, it can have a dreadful effect in battle between ninjas. 
171First I must to tell you about the Marudoku-tou – The secret history of the Marudoku-tou can be found in detail in 

a copy of the antiquated tome, “An Unabridged Collection of Essays on the Horse,” in the possession of a secret 



Eito:   What are you talking about!? <<laughs>> 
{{p138}}GM:  The Marudoku-tou, obviously. 
Aban:   In the year 3000 BC, at the dawn of human civilization, there was one family 
that lived in the shadows! The Marudoku-tou are the descendents of ancient Babylon's original 
masters of darkness. 
Genzou:  You should go work for White Wolf172. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   The destruction of Sumer, the sacking of Jerusalem, the fall of the Roman 
Empire; history has seen the fall of countless cities. But with the destruction of each, the 
Marudoku-tou moved on to the next city, honing their art of controlling them! 
Genzou:  I wait politely until she's finished talking. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   This is the Ohgi that my clan has carried with them over 5000 years in the 
cities! Taste the strength of "Urban Eradicator: Street Binding!" 
Group:  You really put a lot of thought into this. <<impressed>> 
Aban:   I plunge my sword into the ceiling, and with the palm of my hand, I can control 
the urban environment around me. First, the stratosphere173. 
Group:  Wait, what? <<laughs>> 
Aban:   A shipping container from a jumbo jet comes crashing down. Fwoosh! 
Group:  Whaaaat!!! <<bursts out laughing>> 
Aban:   In addition, several trucks come speeding up to the front of the school, and 
their drivers grab the shipping container by the handles and rush it inside the gymnasium. 
{{p139}}GM:  And then by coincidence, an angry bull that escaped from a nearby rodeo 
comes crashing into the gymnasium, causing its aging support beams to come tumbling down. 
<<laughs>> 
Aban:   Exactly. <<laughs>> And for some reason they're all heading for exactly one 
spot. 
Genzou:  Me? <<laughs>> 
GM:   <<in a narrator's tone>> The chances were astronomical174. Was it by some 
freak accident of nature that these dreadful coincidences piled up, on on top of the other? No. This 
was the culmination of a five thousand year history of the dark arts. 
Eito:   Ohgi are amazing. <<laughs>> 
Aban:   At any rate, that's 4 points of Close Combat damage. Master. 
Genzou:  That's quite rough, but considering the overwhelming seriousness of the 
scene, I'll take a 4 point hit. 
 
However, the truth is, 4 points is a lot. 
He loses the ability to use any skills other than Sorcery and Stealth. 
 
Aban:   I didn't hit Sorcery. "Tch! Did I miss?" I scream. 
{{p140}}Eito:  So now do we learn Aban's Ohgi? 
Aban:   Nope. Since I have Vibrato, you have to make an Analysis check to see 
through it first. 
Eito:   Vibrato? What's that? 
GM:   It's a ninpo that makes it so if someone doesn't succeed on an Analysis check 
first, they don't learn your Ohgi. 
Eito:   That's annoying. All right, let's try to see through her Ohgi then. My Analysis 
check is...a fumble. <<cries>> 
Rutsubo:  I'll use a Prayer Seal to ignore that result. "Look closer! You're acting as my 
eyes, after all!" 

                                                 
library in Kyoto. If you're curious, go check it out. 

172You should go work for White Wolf – The famous developer of games like "World of Darkness," "Exalted," 
"Scion," etc... "World of Darkness" especially has captured many players with its detailed and wild alternate 
histories. 

173First, the stratosphere – About 15km above sea level. I'll leave it to the reader to determine if this is considered 
"urban" or not. 

174The chances were astronomical – By the way, astronomy also has its origins in ancient Babylon. 



Eito:   The result of the re-roll is... <<rolls>> ...It's a success this time! "I've discerned 
the Street Binding!" 
Rutsubo:  Since I have an EmoBond of attraction with Eito, using information sharing, I 
discern Aban's Ohgi as well. 
Aban:   Hmph. 
GM:   Next up are Mudou and Eito with a Plot Value of 3. Mudou goes first. He 
unleashes his Ohgi, Human Blossom, at Eito. "Diiiiiiieeeeee!" Eito takes 4 points of Close Combat 
damage. 
Eito:   Since I already have knowledge of Mudou's Ohgi, I can make an Ohgi Break 
check, right? 
GM:   It's possible. Use Binding. 
Eito:   Binding, Binding. The closest skill is...okay, yeah. So my target is 10. 
Rutsubo:  If you use the Flashback Scene rule, you can add a +3 modifier to the check. 
You can reveal your secret, and describe a scene where you reflect on your own past. 
Eito:   Okay. My secret...everyone already knows it. <<laughs>> 
GM:   Well, for the sake of checking off the Flashback Scene, show us anyway. 
{{p141}}Eito:  Okay. <<reveals his secret>> So, just before Mudou unleashes his Human 
Blossom, I close my eyes. The scene of my parents' and my grandfather's deaths rises in the back 
of my mind. 
Aban:   His grandfather's last words, just before he died, were, "...Eito, don't try to 
avenge me175." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Right. I nod at his words. "This sword, wasn't made for vengeance. I'll use its 
power to help Matsuri, and the others," I say, and make the check. 
GM:   Good, good. Add a +3 modifier. 
Eito:   I succeed on a 7 or higher. <<rolls>> ...All right! A success! 
GM:   Okay, at that moment, Hinowa blocks Mudou's sword. 
Eito:   I want to add to the scene. Hinowa blocks Mudou's sword, but the strength of 
his blow shatters the blade. 
GM:   What? O-okay. Mudou shouts, "I've won!" <<laughs>> 
Aban:   What an obvious losing-flag. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   But, where the blade breaks, flames shoot forth. This flame is Hinowa's true 
blade176! 
Genzou:  "So the blade was really only a sheath!?" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   "Himukai-ryu sword style secret Ohgi... 'Consuming Fire God!'" Also, the effect 
is a Critical Hit, and it uses the Transformation skill. 
{{p142}}Aban: Transformation, huh? And I guess no one can can break it now. 
Eito:   He takes 4 points of damage at random, right? <<rolls>> ...He loses the use of 
Martial Arts, Stealth, Strategy, and Sorcery! 
Rutsubo:  On Plot 2, I'll attack Mudou. My check for Crushing Blow... 
<<rolls>> ...succeeds. That will increase the damage. I make a Close Combat Attack using 
Apparel... <<rolls>> ...and that succeeds too! Is that enough to stop him? 
GM:   He can't die yet. I'll do a Flashback Scene too177. It's fifteen years ago. 
Mudou appears to be in his late 20's. He was a ninja in training, under Eito's grandfather. 
Eito:   What the!? 
GM:   He grew up with Eito's mother, and was in love with her. 
Eito:   <<looking at the notes on the back of the character sheet>> By the way, my 
grandfather's name was Rikudou Himukai. My mother's name was Nanami. My father was named 
Shiba. 

                                                 
175Eito, don't try to avenge me – The organized faction have strong prohibitions against seeking personal 

vengeance. As ninjas each possess superhuman abilities, a cycle of revenge-seeking could easily bring about 
disaster. Haguremono have no such rule; that's likely the reason for these dying words. 

176This flame is Hinowa's true blade – A flame can manage to intercept something in the same manner as a beam 
saber or light saber. 

177I'll do a Flashback Scene too – If an NPC has a secret, they can also use a Flashback Scene like this. However, 
try to avoid doing it too early; it's better to use it when they're really in trouble. 



Group:  Wow. You actually figured that all out? <<laughs>> 
GM:   Okay, okay. After Shiba stole Nanami away from him, Ao fell off the proper 
path. He killed them. Afterwards, he discarded his name and became Mudou. 
Rutsubo:  That much makes sense, but why is Mudou performing this magic ritual? 
{{p143}}GM:  With the power of the Magatama, the dead can be called back...it's possible to 
revive those who have been lost. He is trying to bring Nanami back from the dead. 
Eito:   ... 
GM:   Okay, on to the dodge check. Using Pyromancy, and adding the plus 3, he 
succeeds on 6 or better. <<rolls>> ...Success! 
Rutsubo:  Tsk. 
GM:   That's the end of this round. Before we start the next round, he'll try to change 
the battlefield using Guidance. The check... <<rolls>> ...succeeds! He'll change the location to 
underwater. 
Genzou:  H-how do we end up underwater? 
GM:   Mudou chants a spell, and the students start hacking away at themselves. 
Eito:   "Stop! Stop!" 
GM:   As they do, they start bleeding, and the floor of the gymnasium becomes 
flooded by a sea of blood. 
Rutsubo:  It'll be terrible if we don't end this soon. 
 
The battle becomes split into two groups. 
Mudou takes Eito's Ohgi and is hovering halfway between life and death. Although Eito was able 
to discern his Ohgi, a bold, disturbing smile spreads across his face. 
{{p144}}On the other side, Genzou, having become the target of Aban's Ohgi, is buried under a 
pile of rubble. 
Marudoku-tou Ninpo is truly terrifying. 
 
GM:   Okay, second round. Decide your Plot. 
Eito:   Shadow Duplicate...succeeds! 
Genzou:  I'll use Enlightenment on Aban. <<rolls>> ...It succeeds. Your Plot is...4! 
Aban:   Ack, how'd you know? <<cries>> 
Genzou:  Well then... <<rolls>> ...I'll seal off your Close Combat Attack! 
GM:   All right, let's reveal our Plot Values. 
 
The results of the Plot are Eito and Mudou on 6, Genzou and Aban on 4, and Rutsubo on 2. 
 
GM:   Mwa-ha-ha-ha-ha. We attack at the same time, but I think I'll go first. Mudou 
uses his Ohgi. 
Eito:   I'll make a check to break his Ohgi. "Human Blossom, break!" 
{{p145}}GM:  Nope. He unleashes another Critical Hit178 Ohgi, "Eternal Revival." 
Rutsubo:  Did you say "another Critical Hit"!? 
GM:   Because he's a Jonin-rank ninja, he's learned two different Ohgi. Eito takes 4 
points of Close Combat damage. 
Eito:   This is bad... <<nervous>> 
 
Mudou assumes a thrusting stance. 
With an earsplitting scream he lunges forward. 
Eito dodges by leaping backwards. 
But suddenly, the blade of Mudou's sword disappears. 
Or so Eito belives, just as the blade reappears suddenly before his eyes. 
Mudou's sword technique, "Eternal Revival," is capable of cutting through space itself, sending the 
blade through the spirit world and allowing him to call it forth directly in front of its victim's eyes. 
He's done for. 

                                                 
178Another Critical Hit – Having multiple Ohgi with the same effect is a kind of insurance. 



Unconsciously, Eito closes his eyes. 
 
Rutsubo:  I'll Take the Hit for him179! 
{{p146}}Group: What did you say!? 
Rutsubo:  As the blade pierces my stomach, I turn to Eito behind me and say, "You'll 
save her, and the school, won't you?" <<laughs>> 
Eito:   I don't need to tell her my thanks. I'll unleash my Ohgi again. "Consuming Fire 
God!" 
GM:   I need an 11 or better using Transformation. Aww, Aban, can't you break his 
Ohgi for me? 
Aban:   Ugh. It has nothing to do with me. And besides, I don't want to fumble. 
GM:   WHAAAT!?180 
Eito:   And you can't use a Flashback Scene anymore either. 
GM:   I know. Let's do this! <<rolls>> ...It fails. I'll use a Soma Pill to re-roll... 
<<rolls>> ...Aww. It fails. Waaaaaaaaaah. 
Eito:   Hinowa's flame sets Mudou on fire. "...Burn." 
GM:   As he is engulfed in flames, he utters his last words. "Na... na... mi..." 
Eito:   ... 
 

4. Battle Between Two Ninjas 
 
{{p147}}Mudou is defeated. 
However, another battle rages on. 
 
Aban:   Well, now it's my turn to finish off my master! Shall I use my Ohgi, or... I'm 
afraid of fumbling, so I guess I should use it? 
Genzou:  My target number to break your Ohgi is an 8. 
Aban:   Oooh. <<worried>> I'll attack, then. Assassin will make it easier to get a 
special... <<rolls>> It succeeds! I'll attack with Domineer, sending my rats after him. Time for my 
Flashback Scene! Tada! <<reveals her secret to Eito>> 
Group:  Wooooah! 
Aban:   "I never thought that I, Aban Birukaze, would be stopped by a hick ninja like 
you so easily!" 
Genzou:  What!? 
Aban:   At any rate, the Oni-Blooded are the Kurama Shin Clan's bitter enemies. 
During their struggles, Aban targeted Genzou over and over. Since they were huge melees, he 
may not remember her, but for Aban it was love at first sight. 
Eito:   <<reading Aban's secret>> Oh, I get it now. 
{{p148}}Aban: It's only natural she'd have given it her all as his servant. 
GM:   You tried and tried and tried. 
Eito:   Why couldn't he understand her feelings! Something like that. Poor Aban. 
Aban:   "And he even had eyes for that rube student council president!" 
Rutsubo:  Hey, hold on now! <<laughs>> 
GM:   That's fine. Add a +3 Flashback Scene modifier. 
Aban:   Excessive hatred breeds hatred a hundred fold181. Just die 
already! ...<<rolls>>...It's a fumble. <<laughs>> 
Group:  Geez. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Your rats go to attack, but for some reason they hesitate. They stare back at 
Aban, worried looks on their faces. 
GM:   <<as the rat>> "Master, is this really okay-squeak?"182 

                                                 
179I'll Take the Hit for him – Rutsubo is using the ninpo, Take the Hit. When someone takes damage, you can 

substitute yourself as the target and take the damage in their place. 
180WHAAAT!? – And I thought Mudou could have won if she had broken his Ohgi too. Oh well. 
181Excessive hatred breeds hatred a hundred fold – It's not just simple hatred anymore. 
182"Master, is this really okay-squeak?" – Few humans know that rats can talk, and none know that they're actually 



Aban:   Shut up shut up shut up shut up! 
Genzou:  "...Are you a woman after all?" 
Aban:   What was that!? 
Genzou:  I turn to face her again and say, "The most important thing to a ninja is their 
mission! How pathetic, to abandon your duty and wallow in your own selfishness! I'll kill you 
myself!" 
{{p149}}Aban: "Don't make me laugh! As a member of the Kurama, all I desire is victory. 
You're the enemy, after all!” 
Group:  <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  "Words are useless here!" I'll make a counterattack with Mob Combat Attack. 
My Illusion checks succeeds...and make Aban suffer from a Curse status effect. 
Aban:   Ugh. My Vibrato is sealed off. 
Genzou:  Genzou's eyes sparkle, and as Aban stares at those eyes, her vision begins to 
go askew. It distorts more and more, until suddenly she's back in the gymnasium, but the ceiling 
and the floor are reversed. 
Aban:   Wah! 
Genzou:  Since it's visible to everybody, they all fall. "Heaven and Earth Inversion!" 
GM:   Well then. Next up is Rutsubo... 
Rutsubo:  Nope. I'll pass. I don't have any grudge with either our teacher or the rat-girl. 
Eito:   Yeah. Same here. 
Rutsubo:  Let's just let them keep going until they're happy. 
 
However, left to their own devices, the two of them spend the next six rounds trading blows, but 
both lack the will to be decisive, and they are unable to reach a conclusion. 
{{p150}}Finally, Aban uses her Ohgi, "Street Binding" once again, but Genzou recovers his life 
points using his Immortal Body Ohgi, "Nirvana Bloom." 
As the effect of Immortal Body will gradually weaken over time, they would probably arrive at a 
conclusion eventually, but the gamemaster, anticipating that it will take a while, declares a draw on 
account of having run out of time. 
 
Genzou:  <<heavy breathing>> 
Aban:   <<panting>> 
Genzou:  "Enough. I'll allow you to withdraw. Hurry up and leave!" 
Aban:   "I could say the same to you. You guys can clean up this mess yourselves. 
We're outta here!" 
GM:   Squeak! 
Aban:   “I feel like he could have killed me if he wanted to.” Ahh, master. 
GM:   What now? 
Aban:   I wonder if it's okay for me to take the Kinin Mandala? 
GM:   Ah, yeah. I wonder. What do the rest of the players think? 
Group:  Well, if that's enough to make Aban satisfied183. <<laughs>> 
{{p151}}Aban: Well then, tucking the Kinin Mandala under my arm, I leap away. "Genzou you 
idiot, I hope you die!" <<laughs>> 
GM:   How cute. <<laughs>> 
Eito:   She's a tsundere. 
Rutsubo:  How!? 
Genzou:  I watch as her voice fades into the distance and say, "What a foolish girl." 
Everyone except Genzou: The only fool here is you!184 
 

5. Epilogue 
 

                                                 
the smartest living creatures on Earth. 

183If that's enough to make Aban satisfied – They'd rather find a way of resolving things without anybody dying. 
184The only fool here is you! – This whole thing could have been avoided if he had discovered Aban's secret earlier. 

It was his mistake in thinking their master/servant relationship was for flavor only. 



The sun has already set. 
Eito heads towards the night-blanketed beach to make good on his promise. 
 
GM:   Now, let's head on to the epilogue. First up is Eito. 
Eito:   I told Matsuri to wait for me by the ocean, so I'm heading back there. 
GM:   It appears as if she's waiting for you, standing on the seawall and staring at 
the moon. "That was quicker than I thought." 
{{p152}}Eito:  "Sorry I'm late." If those two had just gotten on better, I would have been back 
sooner. <<laughs>> 
GM:   "Are you...hurt?" 
Eito:   No, Mr. Izuna gave me this wound a couple days ago. <<laughs>> 
GM:   "Did you finish it? The thing you needed to do?" 
Eito:   "Yeah," I say as I walk up to the beach. But I keep worrying that, as long as I'm 
here, she might get caught up in something else. Tomorrow, I'm going to leave town without telling 
her. 
GM:   "..." 
Eito:   "I found this," I say, handing her a pretty pink seashell. "You can have it." 
GM:   "Thank you." 
Eito:   Caught up in the realization that he's finally avenged his parents, without 
realizing it Eito begins to cry. 
GM:   "Are you crying?" 
Eito:   "It's nothing. I was just thinking of something happy..." 
GM:   "Huh? Something happy...you mean...?" She gets the wrong idea185. 
{{p153}}Group: <<laughs>> 
Eito:   He starts to think about her misunderstanding, and shoots her a big smile, one 
he'd never show anyone at school. 
Genzou:  <<in a narratorsex's tone>> A single ray of light shined down on that cruel 
world. 
GM:   "You're such a crybaby, aren't you, Eito?" 
Eito:   "You sure take everything personally, don't you, Matsuri?" 
GM:   She doesn't quite know what you're talking about. She says, "I want to know 
more about you. All kinds of things." 
Eito:   Yeah...well, whatever. <<laughs>> "In time, I guess." 
GM:   She realizes the implication of what you said, and smiles back cheerfully. 
Eito:   "Let's go home," I say, and grab her hand. 
GM:   She grabs your hand tightly, and the two of you leave the beach, cuddled up to 
one another. 
 
GM:   A few days pass. How about Genzou next? 
Genzou:  "My time with you all was fleeting," I say from the stage. 
GM:   As expected, Mrs. Kurokawa was merely suffering from hysterical 
pregnancy186. Of course. <<laughs>> 
Genzou:  The female students are sobbing. 
{{p154}}GM:  And somewhere, in the darkness, your superior questions you, "And what of 
the Kinin Mandala?" 
Genzou:  "It was taken by the one from Kurama Shin. I will deal with it, of course." 
GM:   "Very well. You will not return to us until you have recovered it." 
Genzou:  "I understand. I shall stake my life on it." 
GM:   Well then, from now on, in a complete reversal of roles, Genzou's job is to 
pursue Aban. 

                                                 
185She gets the wrong idea – In other words, she thinks he's happy that she spent the last few hours waiting for him 

on the beach in the dark. 
186Mrs. Kurokawa was merely suffering from hysterical pregnancy – Ninpo "Hysterical Pregnancy" is a unique skill 

of Haguremono who can control temperature. That means that both Mudou and his fellow student Eito could learn 
this ninpo. Obviously, hysterical pregnancy can also occur naturally. 



Genzou:  "Just you wait. Next time, for certain..." Genzou says, seemingly taking more 
pleasure in failing than he would have in success. 
 
GM:   Next is Aban. I wonder what she did after escaping. 
Eito:   Is she traveling through the countryside, crying? 
Aban:   No, the Marudoku-tou travel between cities using courier services187. 
<<laughs>> 
Eito:   What!? 
GM:   Whoosh. All right, you're traveling north through Japan along with some 
animal shipping crates. 
Aban:   I'm trying to read the Kinin Mandala inside the delivery truck, "But I can't 
make heads or tails of this188," I say. 
{{p155}}GM:  As you do, the rats at your feet start squeaking at you, like they're trying to 
warn you of something. 
Genzou:  They sense something ghostly near the truck. 
Aban:   "So, the trap is set." 
GM:   As she says that, the expression on her face is almost welcoming. 
Aban:   "All of you. Let's make sure we do this right." 
 
GM:   And finally, Rutsubo. 
Rutsubo:  I want the scene to take place a few days after the incident. Is it okay if Eito 
appears in it? 
Eito:   Yeah, that's fine. 
GM:   All right, ever since the incident, things at the school have been pretty rough. 
Aban:   People died and stuff, right? 
Rutsubo:  They're fine. There were a lot of people whose blood was shed, but I've taken 
temporary control of them as water puppets to deal with it. 
GM:   Well, dealing with everything has been difficult, but you've somehow managed 
for the last few days. 
{{p156}}Eito:  I'm late for school, as usual. 
Rutsubo:  I reach out my arms towards him and hug him from behind. "Eito!" 
Eito:   "Wah! What do you want?" 
Rutsubo:  "I thought you weren't coming back to this school." 
Eito:   "I thought so too...but she's here." 
Rutsubo:  "But with you around, there could be all sorts of trouble." 
Eito:   "If that happens, I'll protect everyone, including her." 
Rutsubo:  "My, how courageous. Is that the only reason you decided to stay?" 
Eito:   "I wonder." The Kinin Mandala used to belong to my parents. The time may 
come where I decide to set out in search of it. "For now, at least." 
Rutsubo:  "You seem determined. You know if that happens, you won't be able to take 
her with you." 
Eito:   ... 
Rutsubo:  "There's something I want to ask you about. I've heard a lot from my 
superiors. I have a new mission. I could allow you to assist me, if you want." 
Eito:   "As long as you help me keep her safe." 
{{p157}}Rutsubo: "You can trust me. I don't mind being your second choice189." 
Eito:   "Hey. What are you talking about?" 
Rutsubo:  "If you wish, I can show you the feeling I haven't been able to put into words 
all morning. Of course, Matsuri doesn't have to know190." 

                                                 
187Courier services – Next time you open a package, be careful that there's not a ninja inside. 
188But I can't make heads or tails of this – Since the GM didn't actually say what's written in it, it must be rather 

difficult to understand. 
189I don't mind being your second choice – Ninjas have a tendency to view marriage with contempt. On the other 

hand, they place grave importance on their supernatural bloodlines. 
190Matsuri doesn't have to know – It's highly likely that Rutsubo was already aware of Matsuri's presence when she 



Eito:   I can't trust a single word she's saying, but I still get what she's hinting at. "For 
now, I'll just be helping you with your job." 
Rutsubo:  "Thank you very much," I say, and lick his cheek. 
Group:  <<murmur murmur>> 
Aban:   It looks like they're kissing. 
GM:   Matsuri is staring long and hard at the two of them. 
Rutsubo:  "Ah, damn." <<laughs>> 
Eito:   Eito gets flustered at her showing up like that all of a sudden. 
GM:   "Eito, just what's going on here?" 
Eito:   "It was all her!" 
Rutsubo:  I take off, laughing. 
 
{{p158}}Rutsubo's high-pitched laughter echoes across the campus. 
Matsuri, her cheeks puffed in anger, doesn't look like she will forgive and forget so easily. 
It's a scene that would have been unimaginable a few days earlier. 
But it's not the worst thing in the world. 
It seems like there's still so much more to come. 
With that thought, a smile manages to slip out across his lips. 
Even though Matsuri is mad at him, Eito can't stop smiling. 
For the first time in a while, he laughs, from deep within his chest. 
 
The end. 

                                                 
said this. 


